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Wind power in rural India holds the promise of providing clean, reliable,
affordable energy. This wind farm, established with the help of donor-supported technical assistance, will
become operational in the Spring of 2002.
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investment needs in the developing world—needs that include
controlling pollution, improving education, creating stock markets, and establishing
lending services in high-poverty areas—is the primary mission of IFC’s donor-
supported technical assistance programs. Donors have committed nearly half a billion
dollars to these IFC programs since their inception, in addition to direct contributions
of more than $100 million from IFC and the World Bank. IFC’s technical assistance
programs have grown steadily in recent years, and in fiscal year 2001 delivered more
than 380 advisory and technical assistance assignments, with resource commitments in
excess of $100 million.

The mission of IFC, part of the World Bank Group, is to promote sustainable private
sector investment in developing countries as a way to reduce poverty and improve
people's lives. IFC finances private sector investments in emerging markets, mobilizes
capital in the international financial markets, and provides technical assistance and
advice to governments and businesses.

Identifying
and helping address
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FOREWORD

I am very pleased to be able to present you with this comprehensive report on IFC’s donor-supported technical assistance (TA)
programs. During the past year, the total resource commitments devoted to these programs from donor sources was approximately $58
million. Of this, $14 million was in the form of new commitments through the TATF Program, while the balance was through other IFC-
sponsored programs (SMEs, FIAS and the Private Enterprise Partnership in Russia). This is a significant vote of confidence from the donor
community in the way we go about our business, and we very much appreciate this vote of confidence.

In last year’s report I told you about IFC’s strategic directions, with our focus on frontier markets and our target sectors—financial
markets, infrastructure, information and communication technology, SMEs, and the social sector. At its core this strategy has not changed;
it remains a “frontier” strategy. As a result IFC has been shifting the emphasis of its advisory and investment activities toward high-risk/
low-income countries with limited access to capital, toward high-risk sectors or regions within countries, and toward sectors with strong
multiplier effects. Many of these countries and sectors need investment climate improvements, and IFC proposes to strengthen its
investment and advisory work in this area as well, working alongside its partners.

IFC’s technical assistance activities, which complement and support our investment and advisory activities, are generally focused on
these same countries and sectors. Some of the numbers in Chapter 2 are illustrative:

• Over 90 percent of the TA assignments funded by the TATF Program were in low- and lower-middle income countries.
• Over 60 percent were in high-risk countries.
• Over ten percent were in countries with a high incidence of extreme poverty.

Besides the focus on frontiers, I also mentioned last year our objective of developing global leadership in fields such as corporate
governance, and environmental and social sustainability. We have gone one step further: we now propose a more proactive engagement in
the area of sustainability to help ensure that development is viable over the long term in its financial, economic, and environmental and
social dimensions—the so-called “triple bottom line.” Financial and economic sustainability must continue to be at the core of IFC’s ap-
proach as a long-term investor. We will extend this to environmental, social and corporate governance issues, where we are expanding our
extensive in-house expertise to strengthen IFC’s overall development contribution. This does not represent as much a new strategy as a
shift in attitude and measurement. In the area of environment, corporate governance, and social impacts, this represents an expanded
focus on creating value in all aspects of the triple bottom line.

Thank you to our
development partners

who have so generously supported the work
which IFC performs.
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PETER WOICKE
IFC EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
SEPTEMBER 2001

“While development involves taking risks, the biggest
risks are faced by those in our client countries
affected by our interventions. IFC reaffirms its
commitment to the development effort, to an ex-
panded contribution toward technical assistance and
advisory work, and we seek the continued support of
the donor community in carrying out this work.”

In this continuing focus on frontier markets and our increased engagement in sustainable development, there is a lot to be learned, and a lot to be pioneered
and developed in partnership with others. As a result, technical assistance is becoming more and more valuable. Looking forward, I see during the next year an
increased level of activity in:

• Micro, rural and small business (MRSB) finance, to complement the work being done by other institutions such as CGAP;
• Capacity building and institution building, particularly for financial intermediaries;
• Expanding the concept of sustainability and corporate citizenship;
• Responding to “local” environmental issues that affect more than one enterprise;
• New ways of financing infrastructure, as outlined in the PSD Strategy, now being widely discussed.

For us to be able to do this we have to work with our development partners, whose support is absolutely critical. Our shareholders and our Board are fully
behind this effort. During this year’s discussions on resource allocation, IFC set aside from its net income a record $26 million to complement the resources that
our donors entrust to us for carrying out technical assistance.

I’d like to repeat something from last year’s report which I believe is very important in our drive for sustainable development. While development involves
taking risks, the biggest risks are faced by those in our client countries affected by our interventions. IFC reaffirms its commitment to the development effort, to
an expanded contribution toward technical assistance and advisory work, and we seek the continued support of the donor community in carrying out this work.
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CHAPTER 1: FUTURE DIRECTIONS
FOR IFC TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

IFC’s programs for providing
technical assistance

have been growing steadily over recent years, and in FY01 they delivered more than 380 advisory and technical

assistance assignments, with resource commitments in excess of $100 million. The majority of these resources
are provided by donor governments, with the balance being contributed by IFC’s own budget resources and
staff time. In some programs, contributions are also made from elsewhere within the World Bank Group.

Core IFC Strategy Continues
to be “Frontier”

Last year, IFC enunciated its strategic direc-
tions—a clear focus of being “at the frontiers of the
market.” This continues to be true. In practice, this
means a focus on countries where there is little or
no foreign capital flow—especially debt capital—or
areas and sectors within a country where there is
limited capital availability. Simultaneously, IFC
continues to work with partners to improve the
investment environment, and by its actions to build,
or rebuild, investor confidence. This frontier focus
means that we go to new countries for the first
time. It also means that we go to countries which
are not frontier as a whole but that have regions or
sectors that are frontier. This frontier focus blends
with sectoral emphases, which reflects where we
believe IFC can have maximum development
impact.

Enhanced Role for Technical
Assistance

The important role of technical assistance (TA) in
private sector development has been borne out by
performance during the year:

• Two new trust funds were signed with
Sweden for frontier countries—one for the
Former Republic of Yugoslavia and the other
for the Baltic States.

• Two new SME Facilities were established—in
China and in South Asia. Both will address
the needs of SMEs.

• The Private Enterprise Partnership was
founded to manage IFC’s technical assis-
tance activities in the former Soviet Union.

• Under the TATF Program more than 90
percent of the assignments were in low- and
lower-middle income countries.

Since its founding in 1956, IFC has
committed more than $31 billion
of its own funds and has arranged
$20 billion in syndications and
underwriting for 2,236 companies
in 140 developing countries. IFC
coordinates its activities with the
other institutions of the World
Bank Group, but is legally and
financially independent. Its 175
member countries provide its
share capital and collectively
determine its policies.
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Added Proactive
Approach to
Sustainability

This means delivering on IFC’s mission
by supporting enterprises which—besides
being financially and economically viable—
are environmentally benign or beneficial and
tangibly contribute to the well-being of the
people in the host country, in particular to
the relevant local community. We have
moved from “do no harm” to “do good.”
There will be a need for a strengthening of
the environmental and social sustainability
(including transparency and good corporate
governance) of enterprises supported by
IFC. It will necessitate pioneering work in
many areas, including performance mea-
sures and benchmarks, new reporting
methodologies and a menu of sector-
specific options for adding value that seek
to maximize the positive impact of the
projects.

Future Programs for
Delivering TA

While there will be an ongoing need for
“one-off” studies to continue pioneering
technical assistance efforts, the results will
probably be implemented through broader-

based programs. IFC is considering a number of different
programs or facilities, which have been developed from
past experience, to help us achieve these strategic
objectives. Some of these programs are outlined below:

• Micro, rural and small business (MRSB)
finance. IFC’s focus will be to help client institu-
tions move “down market” by making these types of
financial services more profitable, using recent
innovations in the production and distribution of
financial services, new risk management tech-
niques, and the revolution in information and
communication systems. A number of programs are
being designed; local currency guarantee facilities
are among the first to be structured.

• Financial Institutions Support Facility. The
skills of financial intermediaries are being steadily
strengthened, through twinning programs and the
provision of specific TA. A Financial Institutions
Support Facility would strengthen the capacity of
key financial sector players in environmental and
social management, thereby enhancing the capac-
ity of the financial sector more broadly.

• Corporate Citizenship Project Assistance Facility. Most
enterprises will tackle the environmental and social problems
they see as being their responsibility. A Corporate Citizenship
Project Assistance Facility is being designed to allow project
sponsors to engage actively in development activities that
promote the public good and lie outside of the “project box.”

• Environmental Opportunities Facility. This would provide
project preparation support and seed financing for projects
addressing local environmental issues (i.e., issues that affect
more than one enterprise but are not global in nature).

Delivering Technical Assistance

Future Programs:
Micro, Rural and Small Business Finance
Financial Institutions Support Facility
Corporate Citizenship Project Assistance Facility
Environmental Opportunities Facility

Existing Programs:
TATF Program
SME Project Development Facilities

• Africa Project Development Facility
• African Management Services Company
• China Project Development Facility
• Developing Enterprises in South Asia
• Mekong Project Development Facility
• Southeast Europe Enterprise Development
• South Pacific Project Facility

Private Enterprise Partnership
Foreign Investment Advisory Service
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These programs and facilities focus on
constraints facing smaller entrepreneurs,
providing training and advice.

Private Enterprise Partnership

A special program operating in Armenia,
Belarus, Georgia, the Russian Federation
and Ukraine, the Private Enterprise Partner-
ship provides TA in the former Soviet Union.
This year the Partnership is expanding its
programs to Azerbaijan, the Kyrgyz Repub-
lic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.
IFC and donors work closely together to
promote private sector investment, support
the growth of SMEs, and improve the
business enabling environment.

Foreign Investment Advisory Service

FIAS was created by IFC in 1985, and is
operated as a joint service of IFC and the
World Bank in collaboration with donor
agencies. FIAS advises governments of
developing and transition countries on how
to enhance their policies, programs and
institutions in order to attract greater
volumes of foreign investment and to
improve its development impact. FIAS works
closely with IFC and World Bank staff in
carrying out its assignments, and uses funds
from donor governments to hire consultants
and experts as part of project teams.

Existing Facilities and
Programs for Delivering
TA

The existing facilities and programs
through which IFC delivers donor-supported
technical assistance are summarized below,
and additional details are provided in the
following chapters. The full operating details
of each program are provided in reports
prepared for the programs’ donors.

Technical Assistance Trust Funds
Program

The TATF Program is currently supported
by 34 bilateral trust funds provided by 21
donor countries and multilateral agencies.
TATF is administered under the articles of
individual trust fund agreements negotiated
between IFC and each donor agency. The
Program is used to hire consultants to
undertake specific assignments under IFC
staff supervision. The types of technical
assistance and the geographic coverage
provided under the TATF Program reflect
the overall strategic priorities that are
established by IFC each year, and the
priorities of individual donors. A number of
donor governments (Australia, Denmark,
Finland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, and the United

Kingdom) have more than one trust fund
under the TATF Program, with each agree-
ment defining a particular geographic area
or type of technical assistance to be carried
out. Under TATF, donor agencies work
closely with IFC in the selection and follow-
up evaluation of individual TA assignments.

SME Project Development Facilities

In several countries and regions, IFC has
established specialized field-based facilities
and programs to provide technical assis-
tance and expert advice tailored to the
needs of SMEs. Each of these facilities has
been formed as a collaborative venture
between IFC and interested donor govern-
ments, usually for a fixed period and subject
to review and renewal. Each initiative has its
own arrangements regarding TA provision,
management and reporting. Current
facilities include:

• Africa Project Development Facility
• African Management Services

Company
• China Project Development Facility
• Developing Enterprises in South Asia
• Mekong Project Development Facility
• Southeast Europe Enterprise

Development (previously Balkans
Enterprise Facility), and

• South Pacific Project Facility.
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Support from the
Donor Community

The tables on the following pages
summarize the cumulative contribution of
donor governments to IFC’s technical
assistance programs from the inception of
each program through June 30, 2001.
These figures are composed of both actual
disbursements and commitments; the final
outcome may vary in actual US dollar values
depending on exchange rate changes and
timing of replenishments. The figures
should, therefore, be seen as indicative of
support levels rather than as an accounting
statement of the individual programs.

In total, donors have committed about
$473 million in cumulative financial support
to IFC TA programs. In addition, these
programs have received direct contributions
of approximately $109 million from within
the World Bank Group, most of this from
IFC’s budget. Not shown in the tables is the
resource contribution made by IFC through
provision of staff time and expenses

associated with task managing technical
assistance assignments through the TATF
program. In terms of direct contributions,
the overall ratio of donor contribution to that
of IFC in these programs has been around
5:1.

During FY01, the total resources avail-
able to IFC TA programs increased by some
$58 million, made up of an additional $42
million from donor governments, an addi-
tional $19 million from IFC (not including
$7 million provided by IFC for the Capacity
Building Fund, an initiative managed by the
SME Department), and a reduction of $3
million from other donors. The growth in IFC
contributions mainly reflects resources
committed to the new TA initiatives men-
tioned above, and it is anticipated that donor

contributions will increase in the coming
years as these programs are rolled out.

The tables which follow document the
broad base of support that IFC has to draw
upon in sourcing expertise for its technical
assistance work. This is particularly relevant
to the TATF Program where almost all trust
funds (except for Japan, the United King-
dom—the Department for International
Development—and our own IFC TA Fund)
are tied, but the very wide range of donor
participation enables IFC to access needed
skills from a range of countries. Recent
agreements with some donor agencies to
allow partial untying of trust funds (includ-
ing the ability to hire local consultants) have
further assisted in matching available skills
with technical assistance needs.

Australia Austria
Belgium

Canada
Denmark

Finland
France

Germany
Greece

India
Ireland

Israel
Italy Japan

Luxembourg Mexico
Netherlands

New Zealand
Norway

Poland Portugal
Slovenia

Spain
Sweden

Switzerland United Kingdom
United States

ADB
African Development Bank

Caribbean Development Bank
EBRD
European Community

IBRD
ICDS

IFC
Inter-American Development Bank

MIGA UNDP
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FY01 Cumulative Financial Support
for TA Programs

FY01 Cumulative Financial Supporters

FY01 Cumulative Financial Support

Donor  TATF1  PDFs/ BASs2  FIAS3  PEP4  TOTAL

IFC Donor Community
African Development Bank - 14.50 - - 14.50
ADB - 0.75 - - 0.75
EBRD - 1.22 - - 1.22
European Community 3.50 5.40 - - 8.90
Inter-American Development Bank - 3.40 - - 3.40
UNDP 1.14 15.19 8.44 - 24.77

Australia 4.51 9.45 2.12 - 16.08
Austria 1.05 1.00 - - 2.05
Belgium - 2.82 0.17 - 2.99
Canada 7.37 12.76 1.65 9.47 31.25
Denmark 5.02 11.48 - - 16.50
Finland 4.28 7.90 0.47 1.10 13.75
France 1.88 7.50 0.79 - 10.17
Germany - 7.12 - - 7.12
Greece 0.75 0.25 - - 1.00
India5 - - - - -
Ireland 1.69 0.27 0.10 - 2.06
Israel 0.90 - - - 0.90
Italy 10.81 3.28 0.30 - 14.39
Japan 27.11 13.43 3.56 - 44.10
Luxembourg 0.50 - 0.52 - 1.02
Mexico - 0.50 - - 0.50
Netherlands 18.29 17.07 1.81 1.43 38.60
New Zealand 1.32 2.07 0.44 - 3.83
Norway 4.87 10.42 0.29 0.01 15.59
Poland - 0.50 - - 0.50
Portugal - 5.34 0.25 - 5.59
Slovenia - 0.70 - - 0.70
Spain 0.85 - 0.30 - 1.15
Sweden 9.32 12.49 2.03 2.17 26.01
Switzerland 11.97 18.36 2.52 - 32.85
United Kingdom 7.25 10.77 1.77 36.67 56.46
United States 5.57 20.80 3.80 37.97 68.14

ICDS - 2.65 - - 2.65
Caribbean Development Bank - 0.10 - - 0.10
Others - 3.50 - - 3.50

129.95 222.99 31.33 88.82 473.09

World Bank Group
IBRD - 3.45 7.98 - 11.43
IFC 6.71 58.40 17.26 12.60 94.97
MIGA - - 2.91 - 2.91

6.71 61.85 28.15 12.60 109.31

GRAND TOTAL 136.66 284.84 59.48 101.42 582.40

IFC Donor-Supported Technical Assistance Program
Cumulative financial commitment in US$ millions to June 30, 2001

PDFs/BASs 49%
$285 million

TATF 23%
$137 million

PEP 17%
$101 million

FIAS 10%
$59 million

IFC 16%
$95 million

Others 28%
$165 million

US 12%
$68 million

UK 10%
$56 million

Japan 8%
$44 million

Netherlands 7%
$39 million

Sweden 4%
$26 million

UNDP 4%
$25 million

Canada 5%
$31 million

Switzerland 6%
$33 million

Notes:
1 TATF includes one-time funding for specific projects (excluding EC/IFC equity line of ECU 5 million).
2 PDFs/BASs comprise AMSCO, APDF, BAS, CPDF, DESA, ESSA, MPDF, PBAS, SEED and SPPF.
3 FIAS is a joint service supported by IFC and the World Bank.
4 This column includes the Private Enterprise Partnership and IFC’s privatization activities and other technical assistance in the former Soviet Union.
5 In-kind contribution
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Donor APDF AMSCO BAS1 CPDF2 DESA3 ESSA MPDF PBAS1 SEED4 SPPF TOTAL

IFC Donor Community
African Development Bank 8.00 6.50 - - - - - - - - 14.50
AsDB - - - - - - 0.75 - - - 0.75
EBRD - - - - - - - 1.22 - - 1.22
European Community - - - - - - 4.50 0.90 - - 5.40
Inter-American Development Bank - - 3.40 - - - - - - - 3.40
UNDP 10.00 4.19 1.00 - - - - - - - 15.19

Australia - - - 1.46 - - 2.98 - - 5.01 9.45
Austria - - - - - - - - 1.00 - 1.00
Belgium 2.20 0.62 - - - - - - - - 2.82
Canada 2.50 - 2.50 - - 3.00 1.90 0.73 1.36 0.77 12.76
Denmark 6.30 4.80 - - - - - 0.38 - - 11.48
Finland 2.20 2.44 - - - - 3.26 - - - 7.90
France 5.50 2.00 - - - - - - - - 7.50
Germany 3.50 1.02 2.60 - - - - - - - 7.12
Greece - - - - - - - - 0.25 - 0.25
India5 - - - - - - - - - - -
Ireland - 0.25 - - - - - 0.02 - - 0.27
Israel - - - - - - - - - - -
Italy 1.00 1.50 - - - - - 0.78 - - 3.28
Japan 4.00 0.50 0.80 - - - 1.53 0.45 - 6.15 13.43
Luxembourg - - - - - - - - - - -
Mexico - - 0.50 - - - - - - - 0.50
Netherlands 6.30 3.79 0.63 - - - - 1.35 5.00 - 17.07
New Zealand - - - - - - - - - 2.07 2.07
Norway 4.70 0.50 - - - - 2.92 0.10 2.20 - 10.42
Poland - - - - - - - 0.50 - - 0.50
Portugal 1.90 3.44 - - - - - - - - 5.34
Slovenia - - - - - - - - 0.70 - 0.70
Spain - - - - - - - - - - -
Sweden 3.52 3.69 0.41 - - - 1.91 0.62 2.34 - 12.49
Switzerland 7.30 3.27 - 2.33 - - 3.16 0.30 2.00 - 18.36
United Kingdom 3.70 3.15 0.20 - - - 2.37 0.50 0.85 - 10.77
United States 12.30 2.70 2.80 - - - - 3.00 - - 20.80

ICDS - 2.65 - - - - - - - - 2.65
Caribbean Development Bank - - 0.10 - - - - - - - 0.10
Others - 1.62 - - - - - 1.31 - 0.57 3.50

84.92 48.63 14.94 3.79 - 3.00 25.28 12.16 15.70 14.57 222.99

World Bank Group
IBRD - 3.45 - - - - - - - - 3.45
IFC 23.60 2.80 4.20 5.00 5.00 0.60 4.00 3.00 5.00 5.20 58.40
MIGA - - - - - - - - - - -

23.60 6.25 4.20 5.00 5.00 0.60 4.00 3.00 5.00 5.20 61.85

GRAND TOTAL 108.52 54.88 19.14 8.79 5.00 3.60 29.28 15.16 20.70 19.77 284.84

PDFs & BAS: IFC Donor-Supported Technical Assistance Program
Cumulative financial commitment in US$ millions to June 30, 2001

Notes:
1 BAS was established in 1981 and closed during FY97. PBAS was established in 1991 and closed during June 1996.
2 CPDF was approved by the Board of Directors of IFC in June 2000.
3 DESA was approved by the Board of Directors of IFC in May 2001.
4 SEED was approved by the Board of Directors of IFC in January 2000.
5 In-kind contribution
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Last year’s donor breakfa
More than 50 delegates attended from ex

Meetings with Donors and Consultant
Promotional Seminars

Throughout the year we have regular formal and informal
meetings with donor representatives, both individually and in larger
groups. During the Bank Group Annual Meetings the Trust Funds
Department coordinates and organizes a Donor Breakfast meeting.
The last one was held in Prague on September 27, 2000, and was
attended by more than 50 representatives of existing and potential
donor agencies. In addition to informal meetings with donor
representatives in Washington, IFC staff meet with representatives
of existing and potential donors, either at the donor agency
headquarters, at the donor field offices, or when the officials are in
Washington. Staff members use these opportunities to learn more
about donors’ private sector development activities, and to improve
IFC’s relationship with them and to seek out areas of potential
partnership.

In addition, the Trust Funds Department hosts seminars in donor
countries with groups of consultants and meets with and arranges
meetings for consultants when they are in Washington. The
seminars in donor countries allow us to explain how IFC works and
in particular to explain the various donor funded programs. These
in-country seminars also expose us to some of the smaller consult-
ant groups and individual consultants who do not have the
resources to visit Washington to market their services within the
Bank Group. When consultants manage to visit Washington, we
assist them in determining what parts of IFC might most likely
need their skills and advise them on the best IFC staff to meet.

Highlights from some of these meetings follow on pages 14 and
15. A complete listing of all IFC-Donor-Consultant meetings held
during FY01 is shown on pages 16 and 17.
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ast meeting was held in Prague.
xisting and potential donor agencies.
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TATF Program

Donor Breakfast (September 2000)

IFC Executive Vice-President Peter Woicke
opened the donor breakfast meeting by stressing
the importance of TA and IFC’s relationship with
donors. Because of IFC’s new emphasis in these
areas, the Trust Funds function had been spun
off into a separate directorship, headed by Mr.
Udayan Wagle. A number of issues were dis-
cussed at the meeting, and there was general
praise and support for the Trust Funds Program.
Mr. Woicke also spoke about IFC’s increasing
support to SMEs in response to many requests
from client governments for help in job creation.
Immediately following the donor breakfast Mr.
Harold Rosen, Director of the World Bank
Group’s SME Department, gave a presentation
on the Bank Group’s SME strategy.

Washington DC / Finnish Delegation (Febru-
ary 2001)

A Finnish delegation of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs together with a large number of Finnish
information and communications and technology
(ICT) companies presented to IFC and the World
Bank the “Finnish Information and Communica-
tions Technologies Road Show.” Presentations
were made on a variety of topics including the
evolution of the new economy and the ICT needs

FY01 Highlights of Donor and Promotion Meetings

of the developing world. Useful
contacts for further cooperation
and exploration were made
between IFC and Finnish
companies.

Japan, Australia and New
Zealand (March 2001)

A team met with government
officials and made presentations
at a series of consultant semi-
nars in Japan, Australia and New
Zealand. The seminars were
typically followed by meetings
with individual consultants to
explore specific opportunities.

France (April 2001)

In France, IFC participated in
a three-day conference (“Les
rencontres francaises de la
cooperation multilaterale”) that
brought together various
stakeholders in multilateral
cooperation (ministries, NGOs,
universities, local communities,
investors, and consultants), and
which aimed at improving
French participation in multilat-
eral development projects.

The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, The Netherlands
(December 2000, April 2001)

In December 2000 (Wash-
ington, DC) and April 2001
(The Hague) meetings were
held with a delegation of the
Dutch Ministry of Foreign
Affairs on the Netherlands-IFC
Partnership Program. The
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
the Netherlands has been a
longtime supporter of IFC’s TA
activities. The Ministry has
decided to put all that support
(current plus new) on a “con-
solidated” basis under the
framework of a Partnership
Program (PP). Under the PP,
the Netherlands will indicate to
IFC once a year the total
funding available, together with
an indication of their current
priorities. IFC will prioritize and
reach agreement with the
Ministry on the programs to be
funded and the amount needed
for each of these programs,
within the overall PP frame-
work.

The European Commission
(various dates)

During the course of the year,
several meetings took place in
Washington and in Brussels for
the negotiation and drafting of a
legal and administrative Frame-
work Agreement between the
World Bank Group and the EC.
This is the first agreement of its
kind, involving IBRD, IDA, IFC,
and MIGA. As of the end of
FY01, the Framework Agree-
ment was pending Board
approval.

SME Facilities

Australia (February 2001)

At the Annual Donors’
Meeting in Sydney on February
2001, all the major donors of
SPPF (ADB, Australia, IFC,
Japan and New Zealand)
confirmed their interest and
continuing financial support for
the extension of the Facility for
another five-year period from
2001 to 2005.
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Bosnia and Herzegovina
(May 2001)

SEED held a Donors’
meeting on May 16-17 in
Sarajevo, Bosnia and
Herzegovina. All donors except
the Netherlands were repre-
sented (Austria, Canada,
Greece, Norway, Switzerland,
Sweden, Slovenia, United
Kingdom and IFC). Donors
accepted the proposed work
program for FY02 and con-
firmed SEED’s proposal to
expand its reach into the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(Serbia and Montenegro) and
several donors indicated
willingness to provide addi-
tional funding for this
expansion.

Ghana (June 2001)

A meeting with the local
donor community was held on
June 19, 2001 at the APDF
offices in Accra. Present at this
meeting were the European
Union, USAID, the Embassy of
the Federal Republic of Ger-

many, PROPARCO, the Em-
bassy of Japan, and UNDP. The
next local donor meeting is
scheduled for October 2 , 2001,
to be hosted by PROPARCO.

Private Enterprise
Partnership

In March 2001, the Private
Enterprise Partnership finalized
an agreement with Finland’s
Ministry of Foreign Affairs to
fund a forest sector develop-
ment technical assistance
project in Northwest Russia.
Timo Hokkanen, Senior Opera-
tions Manager, represented the
Partnership at the signing
ceremony in Helsinki where the
agreement was signed by
President James D. Wolfensohn
and Prime Minister Paavo
Lipponen.

The Partnership also signed
significant agreements with
Senter, an agency of the Dutch
Ministry of Economic Affairs, in
December 2000 for work in
Russia and Ukraine on
agribusiness and corporate

governance and with the
Swedish International Develop-
ment Cooperation Agency
(Sida) in April 2001 for work on
agribusiness in Ukraine. The
Partnership continued to receive
significant support from the
Canadian International Develop-
ment Agency (CIDA).

FIAS

During FY01, FIAS was in
contact with all its donors on a
regular basis. Aside from
individual visits and contacts,
FIAS held its annual meeting of
the consultative committee of
donors to the FIAS Trust Fund
on October 24, 2000 in London.
At the meeting, FIAS manage-
ment provided a review of the
performance of FIAS during the

World Bank Group President James
Wolfensohn and Finnish Prime
Minister Paavo Lipponen signed
documents in Helsinki in March
2001 officially launching Finland’s
funding of a project with the
Private Enterprise Partnership.

previous year and suggested a focus on design-
ing advisory products to specifically address the
question of FDI and poverty. The past technical
and financial performance was well received by
the donor representatives, and they welcomed
the intended new initiatives.

Furthermore, FIAS’s Asia Pacific Regional
Office (APRO) has been in contact with its two
bilateral donors, Australia and New Zealand, on a
number of occasions. The main purpose of these
contacts has been to discuss and develop a
proposal for continued funding for the office,
located in Sydney. In December 2000, following
the submission of a draft proposal for the
refunding of the office for a further three years
(FY02-04), the Director of PSAS and General
Manager of FIAS, Michael Klein, and the Regional
Manager of APRO, Andrew Proctor, visited both
Wellington and Canberra for final discussions.
The funding proposal was agreed between all
parties in early 2001.
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FY01 Donor and Promotion Meetings

Jul-2000 Canada Ottawa √
Denmark Washington, DC √
Greece Washington, DC √
Japan Tokyo √
Norway Washington, DC √
Sweden Washington, DC √
Switzerland Washington, DC √
The Netherlands Washington, DC √

Aug-2000 Finland Helsinki √ √
Japan Tokyo √
Norfund Oslo √
New Zealand Wellington √
Norway Oslo √
United Kingdom London √

Sep-2000 (Donor Breakfast) Prague √
Austria Vienna √
Austria Washington, DC √
Belgium Brussels √
China Hong Kong √
Canada Ottawa √
Denmark Copenhagen √ √
European Commission Brussels √
Finland Helsinki √
France Paris √
IFU Copenhagen √
Ireland Washington, DC √
Italy Rome √
Sweden Stockholm √
The Netherlands The Hague √
The Netherlands Washington, DC √
United Kingdom London √
United States Moscow √

Oct-2000 Austria Vienna √
Australia Canberra √
Canada Kiev/Lviv √
Denmark Copenhagen √
Denmark Washington, DC √
European Commission Brussels √
European Commission Moscow √
European Commission Washington, DC √
Finland Helsinki √
France Paris √ √
Germany Bonn √
Germany Washington, DC √
Italy Washington, DC √

Norway Oslo √
Norway Washington, DC √
Spain Washington, DC √
Sweden Kiev √
Sweden Stockholm √
Sweden Washington, DC √
Switzerland Bern √
The Netherlands Moscow √
The Netherlands The Hague √
United Kingdom London √
United States Kiev √

Nov-2000 Austria Moscow √
Austria Washington, DC √
Denmark Copenhagen √ √
Denmark Washington, DC √
European Commission Brussels √
Japan Washington, DC √
Finland Helsinki √ √
Italy Washington, DC √
Norway Oslo √ √
Norway Washington, DC √
Sweden Stockholm √ √
The Netherlands The Hague √
The Netherlands Washington, DC √
United Kingdom Washington, DC √
United States Moscow √
United States Washington, DC √
World Bank Bus. Briefings—
Business Partnership Washington, DC √

Dec-2000 Asian Dev’t Bank (ADB) Manila √
Australia Canberra √
Canada Ottawa √
Denmark St. Petersburg √
Finland Washington, DC √
Norway Oslo √
The Netherlands The Hague √
The Netherlands Washington, DC √
Turkey Kiev √

Jan-2001 Denmark Copenhagen √
Denmark Washington, DC √ √
Finland Helsinki √
Israel Washington, DC √
Norway Oslo √
Sweden Stockholm √
Switzerland Bern √

Month Donor Country/Agency Meeting Location Government Consultants Month Donor Country/Agency Meeting Location Government Consultants
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The Netherlands The Hague √
The Netherlands Washington, DC √ √
United Kingdom London √

Feb-2001 Asian Dev’t Bank (ADB) Manila √
Australia Canberra √
Canada Ottawa √
Denmark Washington, DC √
EBRD Washington, DC √
Finland Washington, DC √ √
Germany Bonn √
Japan Washington, DC √
MPDF Donors’ Meeting Hoi An √
SPPF Donors’ Meeting Sydney √
The Netherlands The Hague √ √

Mar-2001 Asian Dev’t Bank (ADB) Manila √
Australia Canberra √
Australia Melbourne √
Australia Sydney √
Denmark Copenhagen √
Finland Helsinki √
Finland Washington, DC √
FMO Washington, DC √
France Paris √ √
Germany Bonn √
India Washington, DC √ √
Japan Tokyo √ √
New Zealand Auckland √
New Zealand Wellington √ √
Norway Washington, DC √
Sweden Stockholm √
Switzerland Bern √
The Netherlands The Hague √
The Netherlands Washington, DC √
United Kingdom London √
United Kingdom Washington, DC √ √

Apr-2001 Austria Washington, DC √ √
Belgium (Wallonia) Washington, DC √
Denmark Copenhagen
Denmark Washington, DC √
European Commission Brussels √
Finland Helsinki √
FMO The Hague √
France Paris √
Japan Tokyo √
Luxembourg Luxembourg √

Norway Oslo √
Sweden Stockholm √
Switzerland Bern √
The Netherlands The Hague √
The Netherlands Washington, DC √
Training Prog. for Bus. Assoc.—
Business Partnership Washington, DC √

May-2001 Canada Ottawa √
Denmark Copenhagen √
Denmark Washington, DC √
Finland Helsinki √
Finland Washington, DC √
France Paris √ √
Ireland Dublin √
Italy Rome √
Japan Tokyo √
Japan Washington, DC √
Norway Oslo √
Norway Washington, DC √
SEED Donors’ Meeting Sarajevo √
Sweden Stockholm √
Sweden Washington, DC √
The Netherlands Washington, DC √
United Kingdom Washington, DC √
United States Washington, DC √
United States “cosponsored”
the Armenia Investor Conf. New York √

Jun-2001 APDF Local Donors Mtg Accra √
APDF/AMSCO Donors Mtg Lisbon √
Canada Moscow √
Denmark Washington, DC √ √
Finland Washington, DC √
Germany (State of Bavaria) Washington, DC √
Greece Washington, DC √
Iceland Washington, DC √
Ireland Washington, DC √
Israel Washington, DC √
New Zealand Washington, DC √
Norway Washington, DC √
Sweden Kiev √
Sweden Washington, DC √ √
Switzerland Washington, DC √
The Netherlands The Hague √
The Netherlands Washington, DC √

Month Donor Country/Agency Meeting Location Government Consultants Month Donor Country/Agency Meeting Location Government Consultants
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CHAPTER 2: IFC’S TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE TRUST FUNDS PROGRAM

• New trust funds. Two new trust funds were signed this
year with the Government of Sweden, one of which was
earmarked for the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the
other for the Baltic Sea area.

• Renewal of trust funds. The Government of Canada
renewed its agreement with IFC for an additional three years.

• Country coverage. TA work was carried out in more than
70 countries, comprising both individual country and multi-
country assignments.

• Poverty and low income focus. Sixteen TA assignments
with a value of about $2 million were carried out in coun-
tries with a high incidence of extreme poverty (more than
25 percent of the population living on less than $1 per

day).1 Overall, more than 90 percent of TA assign-
ments were in low- and lower-middle income
countries.

• Country risk focus. Eighty-three TA assignments
were carried out in countries with very high country
risk ratings.1

• Contributions to the Program. New commitments of
funds by donors to TATF in FY01 amounted to $14
million, the same as for FY00. Donors have continued
to express their desire for IFC to fully utilize existing
balances before making new replenishments. During
FY01, an extra effort has been made to close older
projects so that undisbursed funds could be released
and rolled back to fund new TA assignments.

Program Overview

The TATF Program was instituted by IFC in 1988 to
manage technical assistance programs funded by bilateral
and multilateral donors. At the end of FY01, the Program
comprised 34 main trust funds and three other project specific
trust funds (stand-alone trust funds), established through
agreements signed between IFC and the Governments of
Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece,
India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands, New Zealand, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the
United Kingdom, and the United States.

Cumulative contributions to the TATF Program since the
inception of the program amount to some $137 million. This
total includes contributions made both by donor governments
(the largest contributors) and by IFC through its allocations to
the IFC TA Fund (see table on page 10).

IFC’s Technical Assistance
Trust Funds Program

approved 128 technical assistance assignments in FY01
valued at $15.6 million. Highlights of program activity during the year were:

1 As defined by the World Bank Development Indicators and Institutional Investor magazine.IFC’s TATF
team
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Fiscal Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

TA projects approved 93 138 153 160 128
Value of approvals (US$ m) $12.8 $21.4 $19.8 $20.2 $15.6
Average TA project value (US$ m) $0.138 $0.155 $0.129 $0.126 $0.122
Annual contributions (US$ m) $13 $16 $25 $14 $14
Annual disbursements (US$ m) $7.4 $8.4 $13.2 $13.0 $11.8
Number of main trust funds 26 27 34 35 37The technical assistance assignments carried out under the

TATF Program are developed and managed by IFC staff. As
discussed in some detail below, the TA assignments cover a wide
range of activities and may be linked directly to a prospective IFC
investment project or targeted toward broader groups such as
SMEs or government officials. In all assignments, IFC staff is
directly involved in the supervision of TA, the identification, selec-
tion and hiring of consultants, the processing of consultant
invoices and expense statements, financial accounts management,
and legal clearances. IFC’s Trust Funds Department, which has
overall responsibility for management of the program, is funded
through administrative fees charged to individual trust fund
accounts under agreements with donors. Close liaison is main-
tained between IFC’s Trust Funds Department and departments in
the World Bank responsible for donor-funded programs and trust
fund accounting. In addition, IFC and World Bank staff work closely
in the design and implementation of many TA assignments,
particularly where the TA is related to broader policy dialogue
involving a government and the Bank.

Growth Trend in TA Assignments

In FY01, a total of 128 new TA assignments ($15.6 million)
were approved. A complete listing and description of all the TA
assignments approved under the program in FY01 are presented
in the annex to this chapter.

Between FY00 and FY01, the number of TA assignments
carried out under the TATF Program declined by about 20 percent
both in number and value. This was due in part to the shifting of
funding sources of TA work from TATF to newly established donor-
funded project development facilities—SEED in the Balkans, and
CPDF in China. A lot of SME-related TA in these regions now

flows through these facilities rather than through the TATF Program.
The average value of TA assignments approved in FY01 was
$122,000 compared with $126,000 in FY00.

Total annual disbursements in FY01 were $11.8 million, down by
about $1.2 million. Disbursements are registered when payments
are made to consultants for work carried out; typically, there is a lag
from when a TA assignment is approved and final payments to
consultants are made. A description of IFC’s Technical Assistance
Trust Funds Consultant Services is presented later in this chapter.

TA assignments were carried out in more than 70 countries. The
ten countries that were the largest recipients accounted for about
27 percent of the number of assignments, and some 40 percent of
the value. China had an 8 percent share both in number and in
value terms.
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TA in Poorer and Riskier
Countries

IFC’s strategy for technical assistance is
for TA to “lead” investment activities, by
focusing efforts in countries where the
circumstances facing private businesses are
more difficult. This means that a relatively
high proportion of IFC’s TA work is under-
taken in poor countries with high-risk
economies. This can be seen clearly in the
charts to the right. In FY01, over 90 percent
of IFC’s TA assignments (both in number and
value) were undertaken in countries classi-
fied as being low- or lower-middle income,
with a little more than 40 percent in low-
income countries. As expected, these were
higher than the proportion of IFC investment
activity in the same group of countries.

A total of 16 assignments worth $2.0
million were carried out in ten countries
identified by World Bank studies as having a
high incidence of extreme poverty. These
ten countries were Bangladesh, El Salvador,
Honduras, India, Kenya, Lao People’s
Republic, Madagascar, Nigeria, Senegal and
Zambia. These are countries with very
difficult economic situations, having little or
no access to international financial markets.
Overall, around 65 percent of IFC’s TA in
FY01 was carried out in the higher risk
countries, compared to about 78 percent in
FY00.

Country TA Approvals $ Amount

China 10 $1.25
Tajikistan 3 $0.78
Russia Federation 3 $0.76
Yugoslavia 6 $0.68
Uzbekistan 4 $0.58
Kazakhstan 3 $0.52
El Salvador 1 $0.44
Croatia 2 $0.36
Hungary 2 $0.35
Thailand 1 $0.33

1 Includes country specific TAs only

Category IFC Investment1 IFC TA1

Country income
Low $933 (19%) $5.132 (42%)
Lower-middle $2,851 (57%) $6.195 (51%)
Upper-middle $1,811 (24%) $0.918 (7%)
Higher $10 (0%) $0 (0%)

Country risk rating
Not rated $1,061 (21%) $7.719 (63%)
0-25 $1,903 (38%) $2.192 (18%)
26-45 $1,938 (39%) $2.334 (19%)
46-100 $73 (1%) $0 (0%)

Source: Country income and risk classifications from World Bank
Development Indicators and Institutional Investor magazine.
1 Includes country specific TAs and investments only
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Donor Central Sub-Saharan
Country Asia & Pacific Asia Europe LAC MENA Africa Global TOTAL

Austria - - 275 - - - - 275
Australia 985 985
Canada 81 128 138 347
Denmark 358 47 334 198 937
Finland 40 213 95 78 426
France 220 179 109 192 700
Greece 55 55
IFC TA Fund 194 270 110 6 340 19 939
Ireland 186 94 76 356
Italy 115 268 351 734
Japan 1,062 670 300 35 475 2,542
Luxembourg 138 138
Netherlands 170 455 1,536 72 2,233
New Zealand 106 75 181
Norway 20 192 212
Spain 80 80
Sweden 805 202 31 50 1,088
Switzerland 596 855 120 445 250 100 2,366
United Kingdom 50 715 765
United States 201 201
TOTAL 3,707 2,499 4,602 1,285 663 1,616 1,188 15,560
Number of Approvals 34 17 37 7 8 16 9 128

IFC TA

IFC TA

Low-income
countries

42%

Lower-middle
income countries

51%

Upper-middle
income countries

7%

Unrated-risk
countries

63%

0-25 risk
countries

18%

26-45 risk
countries

19%

TA Activity by Region

Two regions account for more than 50 percent of all TA activity, both in terms of the number of projects and
the amount of funding—these are Asia and the Pacific, and Europe. This proportion was about the same last
year. In other regions, the largest increase in TA approvals was in the Central Asia region, which saw its share of
projects rise from 5 percent last year to 13 percent this year as a result of a strategic approach by the regional
department to link technical assistance more closely with investments. This increase also reflects the realization
that providing a broad range of technical assistance, is in most instances, a necessary condition for sustainable
investments in frontier markets.

The share of TA activity decreased substantially in the Middle East and North Africa region (MENA) and in
Sub-Saharan Africa. In MENA,
the number of TA projects
declined from 17 last year to
eight this year, while the
amount of TA decreased from
$2.2 million to $0.7 million. This
decline is essentially the result
of the volatile political situation
in West Bank and Gaza, which
was the overall largest single
beneficiary of TA last year. In
Sub-Saharan Africa, 16
projects and $1.6 million were
approved this year compared to
28 projects and $3.3 million
last year. The decrease in TA
was mainly because of a
reduction in privatization-
related assignments, of which
there was a large number in
FY00, itself a record year for
TA approvals in the region.

FY01 IFC TA by Region
US$ thousands
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More than 90 percent
of TA assignments
were in low- and
lower-middle income
countries.

Asia and the Pacific (34 projects, $ 3.7
million in funding)

Nine donors were active in the region.
The most active were Australia and Japan,
with about $1 million in funding each,
followed by Switzerland, Denmark, the IFC
TA Fund, Ireland, Netherlands, New Zealand,
and the United Kingdom.

Among beneficiary countries, China
received about one-third of all TA activity in
the region, in volume as well as in amount
of funding (ten projects for a total of $1.25
million). These proportions are about the
same as last year’s. The single largest TA in
China (about $0.5 million) was provided by
Switzerland for building the management
capacity of a large life insurance company.
Other large TA projects were funded by
Australia and the IFC TA Fund in the field of
corporate governance and training for
members of the Boards of private compa-
nies. The Netherlands provided over $0.15
million for a study in the agribusiness sector
in Sichuan province, with a view to identify-
ing SMEs that could be supported by the
IFC-managed China Development Facility.

Another large TA funded by Japan
($0.35 million) was regional in nature, and
aimed at identifying both the potential for,
and the constraints to, mining development
and at preparing a strategy for attracting
sustainable private mining investments.

Central Asia (17 projects, $2.5 million in
funding)

Funding in this region was mostly provided
by the Netherlands, Switzerland, Japan, the
IFC TA Fund, Italy, Ireland and Finland.

The single largest recipient countries
include Tajikistan (three projects, $0.78
million), Uzbekistan (four projects, $0.56
million), and Kazakhstan (three projects,
$0.51 million).

With respect to sectors, half of the 17 TA
projects in the region were in banking and
finance, for capacity building or institutional
strengthening purposes. Two assignments
involved joint ventures or twinning arrange-
ments with financial institutions from donor
countries. This concentration reflects IFC’s
focus on financial institutions (including
stock exchanges), as an effective agent for
private sector development, especially for
SMEs.

Other TA projects involved sectoral
studies (textiles in Uzbekistan, tourism in
the Kyrgyz Republic) and corporate gover-
nance (Armenia and Kazakhstan).

Europe (37 projects, US$ 4.6 million in
funding)

Overall, 13 donors were involved in
funding 37 assignments in Europe. As was
the case last year, Russia remained the

largest recipient of funding ($0.76 million),
followed closely by Yugoslavia ($0.68
million). TA assignments were also carried
out in most of the other countries in the
region. In addition, there were five regional
projects for a total of $0.66 million, includ-
ing a $0.21 million project funded by the
Netherlands for a comprehensive analysis
of the mortgage and housing lending
markets in Central Europe.

Yugoslavia was the beneficiary of a
special $1.6 million trust fund established
by Sweden for the economic reconstruction
of the country. In just two months, six
projects were approved, which included the
funding of an expatriate coordinator based
in Belgrade. The projects approved mainly
involve market surveys and diagnostic
studies, which should help identify the
sectors and companies that IFC should
support as priorities.

Financial markets were the main focus of
the technical assistance in the Central and
Eastern European region, with 14 projects
(38 percent of the total) involved in the
development of the sector. Activities
supported included regulatory advisories,
the development of leasing companies,
auditing, housing finance, insurance
supervision, management training, and the
twinning of banks.

Project-specific assignments involved
SMEs or post-privatization investments in
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the mining (Albania), textile (Lithuania,
Romania) and agribusiness (Moldova,
Croatia) sectors.

Innovative assignments involved energy-
efficiency in Hungary (funded by the
Netherlands and Austria), private-sector
health services in Russia (funded by
Finland), and the treatment and recovery of
shipping wastes in the Black Sea region
(funded by the Netherlands)

Latin America and the Caribbean (seven
projects, $1.3 million in funding)

In line with the frontier nature of IFC’s
investment and TA activities, TAs in the LAC
region were concentrated in four large
frontier assignments: (1) the pre-feasibility
study of an integrated bus transportation
system in the city of San Salvador ($0.5
million, funded by Switzerland); (2) the
development of sustainability criteria for
shrimp farming in Belize, the results of
which would be applicable in the entire
region ($0.3 million, funded by Japan); (3) a
regional capital markets seminar in the
Dominican Republic ($0.2 million, funded by
Sweden); and, (4) the drafting of a new
legislative framework for the development
of private insurance and reinsurance
mechanisms as a way to reduce the
economic and financial costs borne by

governments in countries hit by natural
disasters ($0.18 million, funded by France)

Other assignments involved pre-feasibility
studies in Peru for the establishment of a
warehouse and distribution center and
wholesale market (funded by the Nether-
lands), and in Mexico for the provision of
post-harvest financing to grain farmers,
traders and processors using warehouse
receipts (funded by Canada).

Middle East and North Africa (eight
projects, $0.7 million in funding)

Italy was the most active donor in the
Middle East and North Africa, funding four
of the eight TA projects in this region.

In addition, technical assistance in the
region was focused on frontier sectors
(education, information technology) and
countries (Syria). Syria was the beneficiary
of two TA assignments. The first, funded by
France, was to review the country’s banking
sector, in the wake of a change in the
banking legislation, which will allow the
establishment of foreign banks in the
country. The second was project specific
and involved the funding by Italy of three
feasibility studies for the creation of joint
venture companies in the textile sector.
France and Italy also shared the funding of
a TA assignment for the evaluation of

investment opportunities in the information
technology sector in Algeria, Egypt, Jordan,
Morocco, Tunisia, and the West Bank and
Gaza. In another TA funded by the Nether-
lands, both IT and education were combined
in a study of the provision of Internet
services for “smart schools” in Egypt.

Sub-Saharan Africa (16 projects, $1.6
million in funding)

Twenty-five percent of the TA in the
region (both in terms of volume and
amount—four projects for $0.4 million) were
for technical assistance at the regional level.
A large number of donors (eight trust funds,
including IFC) participated in the funding.
Four projects (for a total of $0.36 million)
involved direct and indirect support to SMEs
and local development, including two
assignments on “supply chain” linkages.
These projects include: (1) the creation of a
website focused on the needs of small
entrepreneurs (funded through the IFC TA
Fund); (2) a review in Tanzania of the
potential to provide credit to smallholder
farmers through a large agribusiness
concern (funded by Denmark); (3) identifi-
cation of opportunities for SMEs in the
Copperbelt region of Zambia to participate
in the supply chain of large mining firms in
the region (funded by Japan); and (4) a
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training program for loan officers of banks
involved in lending to SMEs (funded
through the IFC TA Fund).

Additional funding of $0.18 million was
obtained from Norway and Denmark for two
other projects focused on corporate
governance training in Ghana, Mozambique,
Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe in
FY01, bringing the total support from $0.38
million to $0.56 million.

Two large TA projects were carried out in
the utilities sector. The first ($0.27 million,
funded jointly by the United States and IFC)
was undertaken at the request of the
Government of Uganda to help develop
private greenfield rural electrification
projects. The second, funded by Switzerland
($0.25 million) is to develop an expansion
plan for the electricity sector in Senegal,
and to assess the role and the regulatory
and legislative environments for indepen-
dent power producers in the country.

In the financial sector, IFC and Sweden
jointly funded a survey of the potential
market for life and non-life insurance in
Madagascar, and Norway funded a similar
study in Nigeria.

In other sectors, Denmark provided the
funding of transition management special-
ists for the privatization of the Air Tanzania
Corporation. Strategic reviews of specific
industries were also undertaken: pulp and

paper in Kenya, funded by Finland; and the
pharmaceutical sector in Nigeria, funded by
Canada, which also funded the feasibility
study of an aquaculture project in Tanzania.
In the environment sector, IFC provided the
funding for a stock assessment of crayfish
in Madagascar and the implementation of a
sustainable development management plan.

Global Projects (nine projects, $1.2
million in funding)

Global projects accounted for 7 percent of
total TA activity, both in terms of numbers
and value. Assignments essentially involved
the assessment of opportunities for invest-
ment in new frontier sectors—for example, a
study of the life sciences sector funded by
Japan, an evaluation of new techniques to
validate the environmental benefits of
investment projects funded by Switzerland, a
pilot-project funded by France to test the use
of the Life Cycle Management technique,
and an assignment to develop environmental
and social guidelines for selected business
sectors funded by Denmark.

Types of TA Assignments

In FY01, IFC continued its strategic
direction of opening up frontier countries
and broadening and deepening its private

sector development impact. Consistent with
this strategy, the TATF program supported
technical assistance assignments with
broad-based development impacts; a
majority of TA assignments contributed to
one or more types of TAs shown on page
25. For example, a TA evaluating the risk of
a specific project may also have compo-
nents that enhance the legislative and
regulatory environment for the project/
sector or enhance the TA beneficiary’s
management or environment capacity.

The main sectors in which IFC TAs were
carried out during the year were financial
services, food and agribusiness, infrastruc-
ture (which includes power, telecoms, water,
and transport sectors), and social services
(which includes health care and education).

There were also a large number of multi-
sector TA assignments.

SMEs

Small- and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) are a vital element of the World
Bank Group’s private sector development
strategy since in many countries SMEs form
the bulk of the private sector. They are thus
the economic base and the engine of
growth, as well as providing the political
support for economic reforms. In FY01
there were a total of 42 TATF activities that
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directly or indirectly supported IFC’s work
on SMEs. These activities ranged from TAs
to specific SMEs costing as little as
$20,000 in the Pacific Islands region to as
much as $500,000 for a TA to strengthen
two banks that will channel credit to SMEs
in Uzbekistan.

This section of the report gives a flavor of
TA for SME activities in the various regions.
Some examples with crosscutting impact
may also be found in other sections.
Chapter 3 of this report contains more
information on SME activities; readers may
also refer to the annual review of the Bank
Group’s SME Department.

Globally, IFC is reaching out to SMEs
through financial intermediaries. With the
support of Sweden and in partnership with

the World Bank Institute (WBI), IFC
organized a global conference on profiting
from small business lending. The confer-
ence focused on the importance of credit
information and credit scoring in small and
micro enterprise credit. It formed part of the
move to assist IFC client financial institu-
tions to increase their profitability in
servicing small businesses through use of
recent advancements in information and
financial technologies.

In Africa, regional activities supported by
Norway, Denmark and the IFC TA Fund
addressed crosscutting corporate gover-
nance issues. This work developed training
programs and national codes of practice;
trained loan officers at banks that have
chosen to target SME lending; and created
a website that will assist SME entrepre-
neurs and other SME service providers to
locate information and data relevant to
running their businesses and developing
new business concepts.

Several TA allocations to IFC’s newly
created Private Enterprise Partnership
program (see Chapter 4 for a full descrip-
tion) complemented its efforts in promoting

SMEs. In Russia, the United Kingdom
continued its support of leasing develop-
ment through a new grant to extend that
work to the Urals region. In the Ukraine, the
Dutch and Norwegians supported work on
screening and identifying partner banks for
SME lending and a survey of the legislative,
administrative, financial and market environ-
ment for SMEs. In Armenia, the
Netherlands supported a second phase of a
project on corporate governance that seeks
to improve the legislative framework as well
as provided TA to enterprises, universities
and government officials.

In the Baltic countries of Estonia, Latvia
and Lithuania, Austria and Finland have
supported a TA facility that will provide
advisory support to SMEs receiving loans
and quasi-equity and equity finance through
a new investment fund set up with IFC
assistance.

In Central Europe, the Netherlands
supported the development of a business
plan to establish an Agribusiness Support
Foundation that will invest in SMEs and
support their operational, technical and
financial development. The Netherlands

Number of TA
Type of TA Assignments

IFC project-related 57
SME support 42
Sector reviews/identification 29
Enabling environment 39
Training and capacity strengthening 22
Privatization/corporate advisory 23
Post-privatization 6
Others 20

Note: The above categories are not mutually exclusive; an
individual TA assignment may contribute to more than one
category.

Number of TA
Sector  Assignments  Value

Financial services 47 $7.0
Manufacturing & industry 21 $1.8
Food & agribusiness 16 $1.9
Infrastructure 14 $2.2
Health care & education 8 $0.5
Multi-sector TA 22 $2.2
TOTAL 128 $15.6

FY01 IFC TA by Type
Number of assignments

FY01 IFC TA by Sector
Number of assignments and US$ millions
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also supported a feasibility study of foreign
direct investment (FDI) in selected agro-
industrial and wood processing companies
in Croatia. In Kazakhstan, the Netherlands
supported two SME related activities:
institutional strengthening of a small
second-tier regional bank to make it an
effective channel for credit to the SME
sector; and the provision of advisory
services and training to help strengthen
SME suppliers to the oil and gas and the
mining industries and to enhance local
institutions in their quality management and
business services capacity. In Uzbekistan,
Japan and Ireland supported two small but
promising private banks with a goal of
transforming them into sustainable banking
institutions that will serve as effective
intermediaries for credit to the SME sector.

In Bangladesh, Denmark supported two
assignments that will complement the
recently approved IFC facility—Developing
Enterprises in South Asia (DESA)—which
focuses on the region’s SME needs. The
agribusiness export study identified the
SMEs that needed technical, economic and
marketing support to expand their exports
and screened companies for potential
investment projects that could be supported
by DESA. Denmark also supported work on
promoting value-added textile and garment
opportunities. The study identified SMEs

with growth potential, assessed sectoral
constraints and made proposals for specific
initiatives to address the constraints for
follow-up work through DESA.

In China, Australia financed a seminar on
building the enabling environment for SME
development that built on the widely
disseminated IFC report China’s Emerging
Private Enterprises: Prospects for the New
Century. The report was published in
October 2000 and was based on an earlier
TA project also funded by Australia. Also in
China, the Netherlands supported a study
on the agribusiness sector in Sichuan that
helped prepare the ground for follow-up
support to private sector SMEs through the
China Project Development Facility (CPDF).

There were also several TA assignments
that directly supported individual SMEs. In
Fiji, New Zealand supported the design of
an environmentally sound effluent disposal
and management system for a proposed
piggery. In Papua New Guinea, Australia
supported TA for a private hospital and
medical clinic. In Samoa, Australia sup-
ported advisory assistance to the country’s
first private hospital aimed at helping the
hospital through its first year of certification
to ISO standards. Also in Samoa, New
Zealand supported the sourcing, recruitment
and training of three chief executive officer
level executives for three private companies.

Local Private Sector / SME “Supply
Chain”

IFC continued to promote expanded and
more equitable access to economic oppor-
tunity for small businesses and
micro-entrepreneurs in rural areas by
providing TA to enable them to serve as
contractors and suppliers to large multina-
tional companies in their communities.

In Kazakhstan, the Dutch government
provided expert assistance and training to a
selected number of local firms to enable
them to become eligible suppliers to a
consortium of companies. IFC also provided
assistance to a privatized steel mill to spin
off many of its support services and
industries to small businesses and micro-
entrepreneurs in its community.

In Indonesia and Zambia, the Govern-
ments of Ireland and Japan provided TA to
enable small businesses and micro-
entrepreneurs in the Kalimantan and
Copperbelt regions respectively to partici-
pate in the supply chain of large
multinational mining firms. The TA assign-
ment reviewed the purchasing needs of the
large mining firms and the capabilities of
small businesses to meet these needs. It
then developed a framework that IFC could
use to help local suppliers and the mining
companies work together. The assignment
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also helped develop guidelines for estab-
lishing local business development funds.

In Tanzania, Denmark provided support to
determine the feasibility of reviving and
expanding smallholder out-grower produc-
tion of cash crops for processing by a local
company, modernizing the agricultural
infrastructure, strengthening institutional
farmers’ organizations, and providing
technical support to farmers. Similarly,
Greece provided support to a fruit juice
processor in Bulgaria to design and imple-
ment a program to make local farmers more
reliable suppliers and to improve and
increase their production of fresh fruits.

Enabling Environment

The importance of the overall enabling
environment, or investment climate, for
private sector investment is recognized as a
critical ingredient for promoting economic
growth. IFC is strengthening its investment
and advisory work in support of improving
the investment climate in member countries.

Many assignments were carried out in
various sectors to provide advice to govern-
ments on changes in laws and regulation
and in their implementation. IFC often
works with the World Bank to strengthen
the Bank Group’s overall impact in this
important area.

Reflecting IFC’s strategic focus, the
number of enabling environment TAs was
large in the financial sector. These are
discussed in the section below on financial
markets and intermediaries. All these
assignments are aimed at the diversification
and deepening of the financial sector.

In addition to work in the financial
markets areas, a number of TA assignments
addressed other business sectors; for
example, Japan supported a mining study in
the transition countries in East and Central
Asia. Despite tremendous growth of FDI
into many developing countries by interna-
tional mining companies, the transition
countries largely missed out on such
investments despite excellent geology and
mineral potential. This underperformance
reflects a lack of legal and regulatory
framework, fiscal regimes, and institutional
capacity to manage mineral projects. The TA
assignment identified both the potential for
and the constraints to mining development
and prepared a strategy for attracting
sustainable private mining investments in
these countries.

Also, in the mining sector, the Govern-
ment of Australia supported a two-day
roundtable conference with the Ministry of
Land and Resources in China, that provided
a forum where mining companies, local
governments of China’s western regions,

financial institutions, and donors could
discuss their respective views and concerns
regarding mining investment in the western
regions. Australia also supported an
assignment to improve the environmental
and social regulatory, management and
monitoring framework for the mining sector
in Lao PDR. This work includes a review of
the existing environmental and social
regulations, institutional capacity and
mandates of the existing institutions/
agencies involved in the mining sector and
a diagnosis of current constraints.

The Governments of Spain and Austria
supported assistance to the Government of
Turkey in organizing a conference on
increasing foreign direct investment flows
to Turkey. The new Swedish Trust Fund for
Yugoslavia supported the diagnostic study
of the foreign direct investment environ-
ment and administrative barriers to
investment in that country. Both assign-
ments were carried out in conjunction with
FIAS’s work.

Australia supported the establishment of
a Private Sector Forum Secretariat in
Cambodia that will facilitate a dialogue,
partnerships and direct linkages among the
private sector, donor countries, the govern-
ment and multilateral institutions in order to
improve that country’s investment and
business climate.
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Australia also supported an investment seminar with a focus
on Shaanxi Province in China. The aim was to better understand
the aspects over which the provincial government has some
jurisdiction, and the provincial government and members of the
foreign investor community will be involved.

Social Sectors

During FY01, the TATF program continued to support IFC’s
strategic move into the social sectors—education and health
services—focusing on improving the quality and efficiency of
private sector service provision.

In education, IFC has supported four TA assignments in
Vietnam, Egypt, Morocco, and India. In Vietnam, Australian
funding helped establish the first Western-style foreign-
managed international university through the preparation of a
resettlement action plan (RAP) to help mitigate the effects of
resettlement during the development of the main campus
facilities. In Egypt, New Zealand provided funding to carry out a
fact-finding and analytic review of the provision of Internet
services to support “smart schools.” This work will recommend
ways to improve connectivity and usage of the Internet, advise
on content and curriculum, and identify potential partners/
projects to help establish smart schools. With support from Italy,
a study was carried out in Morocco to assess the market for a
private university and to prepare a preliminary feasibility study. In
India, the IFC TA Fund supported the development of legal
documentation for a student loan program at the National
Institute for Information Technology (NIIT). This work was in
support of an IFC investment that will provide up to $80 million
of financing for NIIT students over a five-year period.

In health, IFC has supported five TA assignments in Asia,
Russia, the Pacific Islands and Nigeria. In Asia, Ireland sup-
ported a feasibility study for the capitated telemedicine sector.
This work will develop appropriate business models using global
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benchmarks, develop criteria for successful new entrants into the capitated telemedicine market
and identify potential business opportunities for IFC. In Russia, Finland supported training that will
help transfer West European medical best practices and management expertise to a new private
medical center, as well as to other medical services providers in the region. Australia has provided
support to two private medical centers in the Pacific Islands and in Papua New Guinea. Australia is
supporting a leading private medical institution to restructure and develop a management informa-
tion and accounting system as well as to arrange financing for their expansion. In Samoa, the
Australian funding provided assistance to the country’s first private hospital during its first year of
ISO certification and to put in place a basis for the hospital to handle future ISO audits through its
own capabilities. In the broader health sector, a market study for pharmaceutical products was
carried out in Nigeria with funding from Canada. The study will assess the supply/demand for both
imported and locally produced medicines and will assist IFC in identifying particular subsectors and
companies to work with in order to promote greater access to pharmaceuticals.

Financial Markets and Intermediaries

Consistent with IFC’s investment activities, and in line with its strategic directions, this was the
sector with the largest number of interventions. In FY01, IFC undertook 47 TA assignments in the
financial sector. These covered a range of objectives, including developing and strengthening
private banking institutions—mainly in IFC’s Southern Europe and Central Asia region—promoting
and developing a market-oriented legal and regulatory framework for the insurance and leasing
sectors, developing a derivatives market, and promoting IFC access to credit by strengthening the
capacity of financial institutions that serve them.

In Georgia, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan, the
Japanese, Dutch, French, and Swiss Governments and IFC provided TA to help strengthen six
promising private banks that can become effective intermediaries for channeling credit to the SME
sector, to help a private bank convert to international accounting standards, to provide funds for a
small private bank to enter into a twinning arrangement with a Western financial institution, and to
undertake a feasibility study for converting a nonprofit micro-finance institution into a full-fledged
banking institution.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina, Italy supported the privatization of a state-owned banking group by
providing funding for a due diligence review of the group of four banks, hiring a banking expert to
negotiate with the group’s creditors and developing a feasible transaction structure for a complex
privatization.
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Given the importance of the insurance
industry in developing financial markets, a
number of TA assignments focused on it.
Sweden funded the review of existing
insurance law in Croatia and recommended
changes aimed at strengthening the law
and aligning it with EU standards. Luxem-
bourg supported a TA to help develop the
legal and regulatory framework for the
insurance industry in Albania. In Honduras,
funding from France helped the government
design and draft a new national disaster
insurance law based on the French natural
disaster insurance scheme. The draft was
discussed at a seminar for officials from
Central American countries, which could
adopt some provisions of the proposed
Honduran law. Canada supported a review
of the proposed insurance regulations in
Lebanon to assist the insurance supervisor
in assessing the needs of the market and to
provide the necessary training to the staff
of the supervisory authority.

The Government of Japan supported
three leasing sector studies in Central Asia,
the Maldives, and Mongolia. Typically, these
studies helped assess the regulatory
framework for leasing and recommended
improvements to governments for creating
a more enabling environment. The United
Kingdom government supported a TA on
leasing in the Ural region of Russia; an aim

of the project is to develop a local team of
experts that will support the regional growth
of leasing.

In Thailand, funding from Japan helped
develop Thailand’s derivatives market. The TA
assisted the Thai Securities and Exchange
Commission in formulating regulations for its
over-the-counter and exchange traded
derivatives, in providing training for key
participants in the Thai derivatives market, in
strengthening the institutional capacity of the
clearing and settlement entity for derivatives
transactions, and in organizing a workshop
for the exchange of information and ideas
between Thai regulators and derivatives
market participants.

Corporate Governance

IFC continued to promote the establish-
ment of corporate practices and principles
that help companies attract private invest-
ment. It also continued to help them
compete more effectively by improving their
governance.

In China, Australia supported the Chinese
Securities Regulatory Commission together
with selected academic institutions, in
developing a curriculum for training direc-
tors of listed companies in China, in training
a critical mass of local facilitators and
trainers capable of organizing and conduct-

ing courses for directors of Chinese listed
companies, and in preparing the feasibility
study for establishing an Institute for
Corporate Directors. A regional project in
Africa is described in the SME section.

Privatization and Post-Privatization

Technical assistance on privatization
matters remains an important part of the
TATF Program. This includes both pre-
privatization advice to governmental entities
as well as post-privatization advice to
recently-privatized companies.

An example of pre-privatization advice is
the assistance to the Tanzanian government
privatization agency to privatize the national
airline, an assignment supported through
the Danish Trust Fund. This work also
includes a diagnosis of the airline’s opera-
tions and proposes measures to address
the problems. Italy supported the Bosnian
government in the privatization of a bank
group. Another banking privatization project
was the Foreign Trade Bank in Cambodia,
which was helped with its privatization
efforts by funding from Australia. A diagno-
sis of the bank’s present situation was
made together with advice on the practical
procedures and aspects of privatization in
light of experiences gained from similar
privatization efforts in other countries.
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Post-privatization assistance to a Tajik
energy supplier, was supported by Switzer-
land; the aim of this work is to structure,
establish, and finance an independent and
autonomous energy supply company in the
eastern part of the country (see page 48).
The Swiss government also provided
expert environmental assistance to a
recently privatized Romanian chemical,
yarn and textile fiber manufacturer. This
assistance will enable the firm to bring its
operations into compliance with Romanian
and international guidelines, as well as
enable the firm to become eligible for
international financing.

Technology

The introduction of new technologies can
help private companies leapfrog stages of
development. This is especially true with the
development and introduction of ICT and e-
related technologies, which are increasingly
important for companies to participate and
compete in regional and global markets.

The Government of Finland is supporting
a program to establish e-banking systems
for small business and rural finance in the
Baltics and Northwest Russia. This program
will identify and map e-banking practices
that can be applied to SMEs and rural
financing in emerging markets, and find,

design and launch potential e-finance
opportunities in the region.

The Swedish government helped finance
a global conference on the role of credit
information and credit scoring in small and
micro enterprise credit. The conference was
intended to acquaint potential lenders to
micro and small businesses with technologi-
cal innovations for credit decision making.
By applying these credit decision tools,
financial intermediaries can substantially
increase the efficiency, volume, range and
profitability of financial services for micro and
small businesses in developing countries.

In the MENA region, France and Italy
provided support on the market analysis of
the information technology sector and
investment outlook in Algeria, Egypt, Jordan,
Lebanon, Morocco, Syria, Tunisia and West
Bank and Gaza. Sweden supported an initial
review of the IT sector in the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia. The projects will
highlight types of projects that would
provide positive economic and developmen-
tal impact and result in successful
investments.

The IFC TA Fund supported the estab-
lishment of an SME oriented website, which
provides information to assist SME entre-
preneurs and those servicing them with
information and data relative to conducting
their business and developing new business
concepts.

Signature Authority Delegated to IFC

Based on good relations that donors and IFC
have built over the years, there continues to be
increasing flexibility regarding the requirement that
all TA proposals must obtain prior approval from
the donor. The amounts to which signature author-
ity could be applied range from $25,000 to
$100,000 per TA assignment. As at the end of
FY01, 19 trust funds agreements allow IFC to
approve TA proposals internally without prior
donor clearance. These include trust funds with
Governments of Canada, Denmark, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Norway, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland.

Untying of Development Assistance Gains
Momentum

During FY01, IFC was the beneficiary of the
unilateral decision made by the United Kingdom
on untying of their development assistance. Based
on that decision we have amended our TATF
Memorandum of Understanding with the UK
Department for International Development to
remove any restrictions on the origin of consulting
services. Thus they become our third completely
untied TATF source of funding along with Japan
and our own IFC TA Fund.

Ireland has also amended its TATF agreement
with IFC to partially relax the tied nature of their
trust fund. Now, in each calendar year, 25 percent
of contracting can be with local or regional con-
sulting firms or individuals from IFC client
countries and an additional 25 percent for consult-
ing firms or individuals from other donor countries
which maintain similar untied IFC TATFs.

Administrative
Updates
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Overview
During FY01, IFC’s Trust Funds Department awarded a

total of 165 contracts. Of these, 103 were to consulting firms
(total value $8.32 million, average value $81,000), and 62
appointment letters (total value $1.59 million, average value
$25,700) were to individual consultants to carry out technical
assistance assignments under the TATF Program. The Trust
Funds’ Consultant Services section assists IFC task manag-
ers in the search, selection, and hiring of consultants, reviews
consultant proposals, and ensures that consultant fee pay-
ments and reimbursement of expenses for TATF projects are
processed in an efficient manner. TATF Consultant Services
is also responsible for ensuring that over the course of the
consultancy assignment, IFC remains not only in compliance
with World Bank Group policies, but also with donor agree-
ments and project descriptions submitted to donors.

Identifying Consultants Hired under IFC’s TATF
Program

Consultants for TA projects are identified through various
means, including consultant profiles sent in by firms, letters
of interest from individual contractors, DACON (the World Bank
Group’s registry of consultants), previous experience with a
consultant, or recommendations from IFC investment offic-
ers or industry specialists. In addition, consultants are also
identified through regular consultant seminars hosted by the
donor country to provide interested parties an overview of
IFC, its TATF Program, and the consultant hiring process. Con-
sultants are provided the opportunity to liaise with IFC task
managers and engage these and other representatives from
IFC in a dialogue regarding TATF.

Consultants continue to access TATF’s database of con-
sultants, launched in FY00. Both firms and individuals may
submit their company profiles or CVs through the TATF web-
site (www.ifc.org/tatf). IFC task managers can view the
database in a variety of ways: by sector, by nationality, by coun-
try of experience, and so on.

CHAPTER 2 ANNEX 1: IFC TRUST
FUNDS’ CONSULTANT SERVICES

Procurement Guidelines

Selection of consultants may de-
pend on the needs of a particular
project or task manager or on the
requirements of a particular trust
fund. It may be done through com-
petitive, advertised, or invited bidding
or through sole-source selection. IFC
task managers are encouraged to
expand the search for consultants as
widely as possible, but within the na-
tionality restrictions of the individual
donor agreements. As a last resort,
sole-source selection may be used
in exceptional cases where the con-
sultant has clearly established
capabilities in the required field and/
or where assignments are small.

Consultant Hiring Overview

After a TA assignment is approved
by the donor and a consultant is se-
lected, the task manager submits the
company proposal (for firms) or CV
(for individual contractors) and terms
of reference to the Trust Funds De-
partment. The nationality of the
consulting firm or individual is veri-
fied to comply with the requirements
of the trust fund agreement and to
determine tax liability. Financial pro-
posals are scrutinized by Consultant
Services in order to comply with World
Bank Group standard formatting of
proposals. Fees are checked against
the Bank Group’s standard rates, mar-
ket rates, and rates from similar-sized
companies. Estimated reimbursable
expenses such as airfares and per di-

ems are verified to ensure that they
fall within Bank guidelines. TATF Con-
sultant Services may recommend fee
revisions to a task manager, a firm,
or an independent contractor in ac-
cordance with World Bank policies
and guidelines; however, the World
Bank’s Institutional Procurement De-
partment and IFC’s Recruitment
Department have the sole responsi-
bility for issuing the letter of
appointment and setting rates. All le-
gal consulting work by firms, law
firms, or lawyers must be cleared by
IFC’s Legal Department.

Contracting of Firms

The World Bank Institutional Pro-
curement Department is responsible
for processing all contracts for firms.
Prior to submitting a proposal to Insti-
tutional Procurement via the Trust
Funds Department, the IFC task man-
ager must ensure that the firm is
registered as an approved vendor by
the World Bank. Registration with
DACON does not automatically mean
that a consulting firm is registered as
a vendor; a separate application pro-
cess is required. The vendor
registration forms, available at
www.worldbank.org/apandprocurement,
request the company’s tax, bank, and
insurance information and references
from previous clients.

Formal proposals from firms con-
tain a company profile, the scope of
work or a description for the work the
company will undertake on the project,
a detailed financial section, including

detailed budget breakdowns of lump
sum fees for professional services and
travel and related expenses, and stan-
dard CVs of each team member.
Overhead costs such as administra-
tive and office support charges and
other company overheads are re-
flected in the fee proposal breakdown
as part of the daily chargeout rate of
each team member. Separate
chargelines for overheads, as well as
contingencies, are typically eliminated
from proposals.

Contracting of Individuals

IFC’s Recruitment Department is
responsible for processing and issu-
ing all appointment letters to
international short-term consultants.
Upon submission of a CV, the terms
of reference issued by the IFC task
manager, and a request to hire a con-
sultant to the Recruitment
Department via the Trust Funds De-
partment, an appointment letter will
be issued. The consultant’s remu-
neration is derived from a competitive
fee matrix and is based on a combi-
nation of education, years of
experience, skills, and abilities of the
consultant and the characteristics of
the assignment. Taxation liability is
also a factor in determining the con-
sultant fees, as certain nationals are
not normally subject to taxation on
their income from the World Bank
Group.

During the assignment, the con-
sultant is considered to be a World
Bank Group staff member and is sub-
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ject to certain rules (such as confi-
dentiality and avoiding conflicts of
interest) and restrictions (such as not
being allowed to work for the Bank
Group for more than 190 days in a
given fiscal year). However, benefits
such as limited insurance coverage
and advance travel arrangements are
available to the consultant.

Commencing the Assignment

Initial contact with the consultant
or firm may take place weeks or
months prior to commencing work
on a project. However, once funding
is secured through written formal ap-
proval from the donor, the IFC task
manager is required to submit a con-
tract request to TATF Consultant
Services. A standard contract is nor-
mally generated in five business days
for individual contractors or five to
ten business days for firms. Com-
plete contract packages are sent by
regular mail from the contracting unit
and advance copies of the contract
are faxed out along with fee, travel,
and expense claim information from
TATF Consultant Services. Authori-
zation to commence the assignment
is given when a copy of the signed
contract is returned to the contracts
officer. Under no circumstances is a
consultant or consulting firm to be-
gin work without prior acceptance of
the terms and conditions specified
in the IFC contract or appointment
letter. While the contract package is
being finalized, Consultant Services
can assist the consultant or the firm

DACON and Vendor Registration

What is DACON?

DACON is a consultant registration database for firms only and is managed by the World
Bank and IDB. It is a tool for Bank borrowers, beneficiaries, and staff to assist in short
listing and long listing firms for projects. It is not necessary to register with DACON to be
considered for an assignment with IFC TATF or any other World Bank Group unit. It is also
important to note that registration in the DACON system is not an endorsement by the
World Bank of the information or qualifications provided by firms. DACON is not the equiva-
lent of “vendor registration” with the World Bank Institutional Procurement Department. A
separate registration process is required for vendor registration (see below). For more in-
formation about DACON, visit www.wbdacon.com.

What is Vendor Registration?

The World Bank Institutional Procurement Department verifies the qualifications of all
firms providing services to the World Bank Group. Eligible firms are registered as vendors if
they demonstrate that they are: incorporated or registered as a company; operate with a
positive operating income; provide evidence of insurance coverages; have client references;
are legally able to conduct business in their country; and have more than one business
client (not more than 20 percent of its total revenue can be derived from World Bank
contracts). Upon request, TATF Consultant Services can provide additional vendor registra-
tion requirements and vendor registration forms to firms when they are invited to bid on or
are selected for a TA assignment. Vendor registration forms are processed by the World
Bank Institutional Procurement vendor registration team in approximately five business
days. A notification of acceptance and a vendor registration number are sent to the firm as
confirmation.

with travel plans, visa arrangements,
and health and country clearances, if
applicable. Air tickets and an advance
of fees to cover a portion of travel
costs can be arranged through the
unit for individual consultants. Firms,
however, are responsible for purchas-
ing air tickets and providing advances
for their own employees.

Invoicing and Payment

Upon receipt of the signed con-
tract or appointment letter by the
contracts officer, funds are released
for use and initial fee payments of
lump-sum contracts may be dis-
bursed. Other disbursements are
made upon receipt of a deliverable
(for instance, the completion of a
particular phase of a project or sub-
mission of a draft report). Travel and
miscellaneous costs may be claimed
at the end of a trip or at the end of an
assignment and are paid at cost up
to the amount indicated in the con-
tract. Original air tickets and other
receipts must accompany the invoice
for travel and miscellaneous ex-
penses. Individual contractors must
submit official World Bank forms for
fee payments, accompanied by
timesheets and statement of expense
reports (with original tickets and re-
ceipts attached). Invoices or claims for
reimbursements submitted are re-
viewed by TATF Consultant Services
and approved by the IFC task man-
ager responsible for coordinating the
work assignment. Terms for payment
are 30 days.

Vendor Kiosk
The World Bank’s Institutional Procurement Unit and Accounts

Payable Section has launched a new Vendor Kiosk. Of interest to
consulting firms are: a vendor query function to check on invoice
status and payment history; vendor update services to update exist-
ing records of firms already working with the Bank Group; and vendor
registration services to verify qualifications of firms selling goods or
services to the Bank Group for the first time. The service is secure
and password protected. To use this service or for more details, visit
www.worldbank.org/apandprocurement.
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Asia & the Pacific Region

Bangladesh

STUDY ON PROMOTING VALUE-ADDED TEXTILE AND
GARMENT MAKING BUSINESSES. This TA project is to
identify key textile subsectors with growth potential, and the
constraints to their growth. It will propose specific initiatives
to address the constraints identified, to help open up
possibilities for competitive exports. Denmark

EXPORT AGRIBUSINESS SECTOR STUDY. This TA
project involves a review of the agribusiness sector;
identifying specific subsectors that have the technical
financial, economic and market potential for a significant
expansion in exports; assessing the key constraints faced
by SMEs in these subsectors; and screening potential
companies and opportunities that could be developed as
investment projects. The assignment will help prepare the
ground for IFC’s SME facility—the Developing Enterprises in
South Asia Program. Denmark

Cambodia

DEVELOPMENT OF STRATEGY FOR RESTRUCTURING
AND PRIVATIZATION OF THE FOREIGN TRADE BANK.
This TA project is to provide a diagnostic of Cambodia’s
Foreign Trade Bank and to make suggestions on the
practical procedures and aspects of privatization. Australia

SUPPORT FOR PRIVATE SECTOR FORUM SECRE-
TARIAT. This assignment will establish a secretariat for the
successful Private Sector Forum (PSF) in Cambodia. The
aim of the PSF is to facilitate a dialogue, partnerships and
direct linkages among the private sector (both foreign and
domestic), donor countries, the government and multilateral
institutions in order to stimulate private sector economic
development. Australia

China

FINANCIAL REVIEW/AUDITS
AND EXPERT ASSISTANCE ON
CREDIT AND RISK MANAGE-
MENT. This assignment will consist
of reviews and audits of a commer-
cial bank in Nanjing City; and
advisory assistance to improve the
bank’s credit and risk management
policies and procedures. Ireland

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE TA.
This project responds to a request
by the Government of China for TA
on corporate governance. A formal
study is to be conducted jointly by
the World Bank and the East Asia
Department of IFC. The assignment
is to produce a report on corporate
governance practices among
mainland-listed companies as a key
input to the World Bank/IFC
advisory effort, and will also include
a review of relevant key legal
statutes. IFC TA Allocation

SME DEVELOPMENT: SEMINAR
ON BUILDING ENABLING
ENVIRONMENT. This TA supports
a regional seminar on implementing
some of the findings of the IFC
report on China’s Emerging Private
Enterprises: Prospects for the
New Century (published in October
2000), in the real life environment
of Chengdu city. The seminar is
expected to provide examples of
how the recommendations from the
study may be carried out and to
provide input to efforts of the State
Economic and Trade Commission

CHAPTER 2 ANNEX 2: TA PROJECTS
APPROVED FOR SUPPORT IN FY01

and the Government of Chengdu to
create a conducive environment for
SME development. Australia

ROUNDTABLE CONFERENCE
ON PRIVATE SECTOR ROLE IN
DEVELOPING MINING SECTOR.
This TA assignment convened a
roundtable conference with China’s
Ministry of Land and Resources
(MOLAR), to provide a forum where
mining companies, local govern-
ments of China’s western regions,
financial institutions and donors
could discuss their respective views
and concerns regarding mining
investment in western regions.
Australia, IFC TA Allocation

REVIEW OF MEDICAL INSUR-
ANCE SECTOR. This TA
assignment is to conduct a review
of and evaluate possible investment
opportunities in the medical
insurance sector in China. IFC TA
Allocation

REVIEW OF SICHUAN
AGRIBUSINESS SECTOR. The
assignment will help to prepare the
ground for IFC’s China Project
Development Facility (CPDF) that
focuses on promoting growth of
SMEs. The assignment will
comprise a review of the
agribusiness sector, identifying
specific subsectors that have the
potential for significant expansion,
as well as pre-screening companies
in these sectors that appear to have
high potential to be developed to
operate more effectively (some of

which might become IFC invest-
ment projects). The Netherlands

TRAINING FOR COMPANY
DIRECTORS. This TA will support
the Chinese Securities Regulatory
Commission (CRSC) and other
institutions (mainly academia) in the
development of a curriculum for
training directors of Chinese listed
companies (with a particular focus
on responsibilities of outside
directors) and to train a critical
mass of local facilitators and
trainers. Australia

ASSISTANCE ON DEVELOPING
PROVINCIAL INVESTMENT
PROMOTION STRATEGY
(SHAANXI, CHINA). This assign-
ment supports a roundtable
investment seminar in Shaanxi
Province, China, with participation
by provincial government officials
and by members of the foreign
investor community. The seminar
will address the existing environ-
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ment for FDI in the province,
focusing on those aspects over
which the provincial government
has some jurisdiction. Australia

CAPACITY BUILDING ASSIS-
TANCE TO LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY. This TA to a life
insurance company involves helping
the company to adopt international
best practices for insurance
companies in the areas of financial
planning and management control
systems; developing and strength-
ening the company’s operational
manuals, policies and guidelines;
and training staff in developing and
managing the firm’s master
information system, evaluating
actuarial risks, managing the
investment portfolio, enhancing
skills in front and back office
operations. Switzerland

Fiji

 ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN AND
MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR NEW
PIGGERY. This TA will assist in the
design of an environmentally
friendly (biogas) and sustainable
effluent disposal/management
system for a proposed piggery.
New Zealand

India

TECHNICAL STUDY FOR WIND
ENERGY PROJECT. This TA
supports an independent analysis
of the wind resource and the
technical factors relevant to

developing a wind energy project of
up to 40MW in the state of
Maharashtra, India. Denmark

LEGAL DOCUMENTATION FOR A
STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM. The
TA project supports the drafting of
legal documentation for a student
loan program for computer science
students developed by IFC and
NIIT, a local Indian sponsor. IFC TA
Allocation

STRATEGIC AND OPERATIONAL
REVIEW OF AN INDIAN FOOD
PROCESSOR (GLOBAL GREEN).
This assignment will assess plant
operations and provide assistance to
upgrade the operational effective-
ness of an agro-processing
company, with an aim to its becom-
ing an ISO9000/HACCP accredited
business capable of competing in
global markets and providing a
reliable cash crop outlet for small
Indian farmers. United Kingdom

Indonesia

FACT-FINDING AND FEASIBILITY
STUDY ON INSTITUTING BUSI-
NESS DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES. The main objective of
this TA is to help a Swiss NGO
assess the viability of creating a
business development services
program in Indonesia. The TA would
also help to better understand the
most appropriate business develop-
ment services intervention in
various regions in Indonesia and to
assess the market for such
services. Switzerland

SME COUNTRY MAPPING AND
SME FACILITY BUSINESS PLAN
IN THE EASTERN ISLANDS
REGION. This TA assignment will
assess the feasibility of implement-
ing a coordinated approach to
supporting SMEs. The work will
include a review of SME constraints
and opportunities and will produce

a concept paper for potential future work on promoting
growth of the SME sector. Australia

Lao People’s Democratic Republic

NAM HA ECOTOURISM PROJECT. This project is assisting
the Lao tourism authority in developing a pilot ecotourism
plan, targeting the Luang Nam Ha National Biodiversity
Conservation Area. A main objective of this work is to help
develop adequate zoning, management and safeguarding
guidelines and regulations for both the environment and
indigenous people. The project will also analyze the
financing needs and sources for ecotourism investment in
the Luang Nam Ha area. Japan

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF MINING SECTOR.
The objective of the TA is to improve the environmental and
social regulatory, management and monitoring framework
for the mining sector. The assignment includes a strategic
review of the existing environmental and social regulations,
institutional capacity and mandates of the existing institu-
tions/agencies involved in the mining sector and a
diagnosis of current constraints. Australia

Maldives

ADVISORY ON LEGISLATION FOR LEASING INDUSTRY.
This TA will help finalize the regulatory, fiscal and legal
framework, and train the local players in the leasing
industry. Currently, most existing financial institutions in the
Maldives concentrate on short-term lending and trade
financing. A leasing industry would play a critical role in
broadening the availability of medium-term finance. Japan

Mongolia

ASSISTANCE ON DEVELOPING LEASING SECTOR. This
TA will carry out a market study of the leasing sector and
assist the government in setting up viable and transparent
legislation for the domestic leasing industry. Japan
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Papua New Guinea

EXPERT ASSISTANCE TO
PRIVATE HOSPITAL AND
MEDICAL CLINIC. This TA will help
a leading private medical institution
restructure, develop workable
management information and
accounting systems, and arrange
financing for expansion. Australia

Samoa

SUPPORT FOR CEO PROGRAM.
This TA will support the sourcing,
recruitment, installation and training
of three CEO-level executives for
three private sector Samoan
companies. The overall assistance
has been split into two phases, with
the current, initial phase covering
sourcing and recruitment aspects.
New Zealand

OPERATIONAL SUPPORT TO
ENSURE CERTIFICATION
CONTINUITY FOR PRIVATE
HOSPITAL. The country’s first
private hospital—the only hospital in
the Pacific Island region with ISO
certification—will be helped through
its first year of certification to ISO
standards until the next audit
period, thereby providing a base for
the hospital to manage itself
through ISO audits in the future.
Australia

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO
NATIONAL BANK OF SAMOA.
Phase III of an institutional
strengthening program for the

National Bank of Samoa Ltd. (NBS)
will include preparation of a
strategic plan with the NBS Board;
further strengthening credit
assessment and credit control; and
review and evaluation of the current
NBS software. New Zealand

Thailand

ADVISORY ASSISTANCE TO
GOVERNMENT ON DEVELOPING
DERIVATIVES MARKET. The
project will assist Thailand in
developing its local derivatives
markets, primarily for financial
derivatives, to improve risk manage-
ment capabilities for local
institutions. Activities involved
include: assisting the Thai SEC in
preparing regulations for OTC and
exchange traded derivatives;
clearing and settlement functions;
training key market participants;
and coordinating a public/private
sector workshop with participation
by Thai regulators, market players
and relevant officials from other
emerging markets countries with
recent experience in introducing
local derivatives markets. Japan

Vietnam

DIAGNOSTIC REVIEW OF
STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM. This
assignment will carry out a
diagnostic review of the legal,
business and banking sector
environment necessary for the
development of a Student Loan

Program (SLP) which is being
investigated in connection with the
establishment of the main campus
of a foreign managed Western-style
international university. Australia

RESETTLEMENT ACTION PLAN
FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
PRIVATE UNIVERSITY. This TA
assignment is to support prepara-
tion of a Resettlement Action Plan
(RAP) in connection with the
development of a foreign managed
western-style international univer-
sity. The RAP will set out measures
to: mitigate adverse effects of
resettlement; maintain or improve
the living standards of those
affected; provide development
opportunities to the directly
affected and subsequent host
communities; and ensure transpar-
ency in the implementation of the
resettlement. Australia

Asia Region

FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR THE
CAPITATED TELEMEDICINE
SECTOR. This study involves a
structural analysis of the current
and future capitated telemedicine
markets in Asia, with emphasis on
India, the Philippines, and
Bangladesh; comparisons with
relevant global telemedicine and
insurance markets; profiles of
competitors and substitutes;
essential success criteria for a new
company entering the market; and
business opportunities for IFC.
Ireland

FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR A
SUSTAINABLE ORNAMENTAL
FISHERY INDUSTRY. This TA
assignment looks at the ornamental
fishery sector in Indonesia, the
Philippines, and other regions in the
western Pacific, and seeks to
replace the highly destructive
methods currently in use (e.g.,
cyanide fishing) with more benign
fishing methods. The aim is to
increase the economic value of
coral reefs to local communities by
creating an international distribution
channel for more sustainably
harvested, high-quality marine
ornamentals. Japan

POTENTIAL FOR MINING
INVESTMENT IN DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES IN ASIA. The
objective of this assignment is to
identify both the potential for and
constraints to mining development
in transitional economies in East
and Central Asia, and to prepare a
strategy for attracting sustainable
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private mining investments in these
countries, which have excellent
geology and mineral potential.
Japan

Central Asia
Region

Kazakhstan

ASSISTANCE TO LOCAL SER-
VICES SUPPLIERS ON QUALITY
MANAGEMENT. This TA assign-
ment aims at strengthening
selected local firms—with a focus
on SMEs—helping them grow their
businesses and become eligible
suppliers to international consortia
operating in joint ventures with the
Kazakh government, mainly in the
oil, gas, and mining sector. The
assignment will provide advisory
services and training to potential
local suppliers in reaching the
necessary quality and reliability
standards. The Netherlands

STRENGTHENING INSTITU-
TIONAL CAPABILITIES OF A
REGIONAL BANK. This broad
based TA will help transform a
small, second-tier regional bank in
western Kazakhstan into a
sustainable financial institution that
will be an effective intermediary to
channel credit to the SME sector.
The Netherlands

DEVELOPING CORPORATE
CITIZENSHIP PROGRAM FOR

STEEL MILL. The privatization of a
major local steel mill in Kazakhstan
has created a range of opportuni-
ties for SMEs to provide goods and
services, which were previously
produced within the company. The
management of the mill now wishes
to adopt a corporate citizenship
program in order to develop local
SMEs to become good suppliers
and good corporate citizens in their
own right. This TA project supports
external consultants to help IFC put
together a corporate citizenship
program IFC TA Allocation

Kyrgyz Republic

TOURISM SECTOR STUDY. This
study seeks to develop a planning
document, for use by both the
government and interested private
sector parties, to attract more
investments into the country’s
tourism sector. Ideally, this would be
complemented by tourism promo-
tion activities implemented in the
public sector. Switzerland, IFC TA
Allocation

MARKET ANALYSIS FOR CON-
VERTING NONPROFIT
MICROFINANCE INSTITUTION
INTO A COMMERCIAL BANK. The
TA assignment is to carry out a
market analysis as part of the
feasibility study for converting a
local nonprofit microfinance
institution into a full range banking
institution. Two additional prepara-
tory components are being

conducted separately by the
nonprofit institution. These involve
internal analysis and the analysis of
the regulatory framework. IFC TA
Allocation

EXPERT ASSISTANCE ON
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND
TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS FOR
PACKAGING COMPANY. This TA
will help a producer of diversified
corrugated cardboard and packag-
ing products manage its business
growth in a more strategic manner,
as its production capacity increases
and as the company begins to
market outside the country. Finland

Tajikistan

CAPACITY BUILDING FOR
LOCAL BANK. Under a twinning
arrangement, a Swiss bank will
transfer skills, policies, procedures,
and systems to a Tajik bank in a
range of critical operational and
technical areas. Switzerland

LOCAL CAPACITY BUILDING
FOR INTERNATIONAL STAN-
DARDS AUDITS. A program will
offer training to staff members of
the first local private financial
consulting firm in Tajikistan on
providing financial management
services consistent with interna-
tional standards of practice. Training
will also be offered to other
appropriately qualified local
individuals. It is envisaged that this
training program may allow local

Tajik companies access to means of
preparing bankable investment
projects. Italy

EXPERT ASSISTANCE ON
STRUCTURING, ESTABLISHING,
AND FINANCING AN ENERGY
SUPPLY COMPANY. This project
reflects the third phase of a
program of TA to structure and
finance an autonomous joint
venture company to supply energy
to the Gorno-Badakhshan region of
Eastern Tajikistan. The grant
supports costs of retaining financial,
legal, economic, energy and social
advisors. Switzerland

Turkmenistan

INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHEN-
ING FOR LOCAL PRIVATE BANK.
Under this TA project expert
assistance to a leading private bank
in Turkmenistan aims at transform-
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ing it into a sustainable banking
institution that will be an effective
intermediary to channel credit to
the SME sector in the country. This
is the first phase of a broader
program of TA to the bank and
includes help on conducting an
internal audit and on business
strategy planning. IFC TA Allocation

Uzbekistan

CONFERENCE ON EXPANDING
BUSINESS OPTIONS IN TEXTILE
AND CLOTHING SECTOR. This
project helped the Government of
Uzbekistan to organize a confer-
ence to promote outward
processing traffic (OPT) textile
arrangements to local Uzbekistan
garment manufacturers and to
explore joint venture arrangements
between Uzbekistan garment
manufacturers and invited Euro-
pean textile manufacturers.
Representatives from European
textile and garment manufacturers
invited to participate reflected a
cross section of these industries.
Switzerland

INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHEN-
ING OF LOCAL PRIVATE BANKS.
This TA project provides expert
assistance to two small but
promising private banks in
Uzbekistan with a goal of trans-
forming them into sustainable
banking institutions that will be
effective intermediaries to channel
credit to the SME sector in the

country. It also provides capacity-
building enterprise support services
to SMEs who borrow from the
target banks. The additional work
required covers the areas of
strategic planning, management of
branch network, treasury, marketing,
and IT operations. Japan, Ireland

FACT-FINDING STUDY ON
TEXTILE SECTOR. This assign-
ment has two components: a review
of the textile sector in Uzbekistan
(in Andijan and Karakalpakstan
Oblasts); and a review of the
competitiveness of Uzbekistan’s
textile sector in relation to the
needs of international markets. The
aim is to help the country to attract
more private investments into the
textile sector. Results may be used
by Uzbekistan’s authorities as input
for developing more effective
policies and strategies. Switzerland

Central Asia Region

LEASING SECTOR STUDY. An
assessment of the regulatory
framework for the leasing industry
in the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan
and Turkmenistan will cover all
regulatory aspects surrounding
financial leasing transactions, and
include both a review of the
existing laws and taxation dealing
with leasing, and recommendations
to the respective governments to
help create a more favorable
business environment for leasing
ventures. Japan

EXPERT SUPPORT FOR MUL-
TIPLE BANKS AND
ENTERPRISES. Under this TA
project an external consultant will
spend up to three months in
Central Asia—a challenging
business environment—to provide
sustained support to banks being
considered for IFC investments.
The consultant will be conducting
in-depth evaluation of possible
investment prospects for IFC, and
assist in strengthening skills in IFC
projects. IFC TA Allocation

Europe Region

Albania

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
LEGAL AND REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK RELATING TO
INSURANCE. This TA assignment
responds to a request from the
Albanian Minister of Finance for
IFC’s assistance in strengthening
the country’s insurance industry. It is
to produce recommendations to the
government on changes required in
the legal and regulatory framework.
Luxembourg

Armenia

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
STRENGTHENING INITIATIVE
(PHASE II). This project is a follow-
up to an earlier project on corporate
governance in Armenia. The project
aims at improving the legislative

framework in Armenia and will
provide assistance to enterprises,
universities, and government
officials. The Netherlands

Azerbaijan

INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHEN-
ING FOR BAKU STOCK
EXCHANGE AND FOR SECURI-
TIES COMMISSION. This project
provides institutional strengthening
assistance (including training) to
two newly established financial
institutions—the State Committee
for Securities and the Baku Stock
Exchange. The Netherlands

Baltic Republics

BALTIC SMALL AND MEDIUM
ENTERPRISE FUND TA FACILITY.
This proposed TA facility would
support investee companies served
by a new fund targeted at SMEs in
the Baltics. Austria, Finland

Bosnia and Herzegovina

BANK PRIVATIZATION ADVISORY
WORK. This grant supports experts
in working with IFC to assist in the
restructuring and the privatization of
the Privredna Bank Sarajevo (PBS)
group. This is the initial phase of a
broader program of TA being
coordinated by IFC to help
accomplish the privatization of PBS.
Italy
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Bulgaria

DECIDUOUS FRUIT FARMING:
ASSISTANCE TO IMPROVE
HORTICULTURAL PRACTICE. This
assistance seeks to help a
Bulgarian fruit juice processing
company to develop and implement
a horticultural program that will
enable local farmers in Bulgaria to
improve their production of fresh
fruits so that they can become
reliable suppliers to fruit products
processors. Greece

Central Europe

ESTABLISHMENT OF
AGRIBUSINESS SUPPORT
FOUNDATION. This project is to
develop a comprehensive business
plan to establish an Agribusiness
Support Foundation, whose
objective is to invest in industry
specific SMEs and support their
operational, technical and financial
development. In a second phase,
the project will help implement the
business plan by developing an
initial pipeline of projects. The
Netherlands

Croatia

STUDY ON THE FEASIBILITY OF
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT
IN SELECTED CROATIAN
COMPANIES. This TA project
supports advisory and consulting
services to five Croatian agro-
industrial and wood processing

companies at pre-feasibility and
feasibility stages. The Netherlands

EXPERT ASSISTANCE IN
STRENGTHENING INSURANCE
LAW. This grant supports an
insurance expert’s review of the
existing Croatian insurance law and
recommends changes aimed at
strengthening the law and aligning
it with European Union standards.
Sweden

Georgia

CONVERSION OF LOCAL BANKS
TO INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNT-
ING STANDARDS . The TA is to
provide assistance in the conver-
sion to IAS of two privately owned
and managed banks in Georgia;
and contribute toward a broader
IFC initiative to create a template of
procedures and steps necessary to
convert local accounting and
reporting systems to IAS. France

Hungary

PROMOTING AVAILABILITY OF
FINANCING FOR ENERGY
EFFICIENCY PROJECTS. Under
this TA supporting the implementa-
tion of energy efficiency (EE)
projects in Hungary, activities
include: general market promotion;
supporting end-users in evaluating
technical alternatives for EE
improvements; supporting energy
service companies and EE
businesses in managing and

expanding their operations; helping
end-users to obtain funding for EE
projects; and providing training to
help financial institutions to become
active in EE financing. Austria

ENERGY EFFICIENCY CO-
FINANCING . This project supports
the TA component of the Hungary
Energy Efficiency Co-Financing
Program (HEECP). HEECP seeks
to address the two main constraints
to energy conservation in Hungary:
lack of information about energy
saving technology and techniques;
and lack of capital for funding initial
energy savings investments. The
Netherlands

Latvia

SURVEY OF PUBLIC SPACE
QUALITY AND USES IN RIGA
CITY CENTER. This TA will collect
information on quality and patterns
of use of public spaces in Riga’s
city center and make this informa-
tion easily accessible to
government authorities, city
planners, business associations and
other interested groups. The
objective is to assist the ongoing
work of improving the quality of the
city’s public spaces. Denmark

Lithuania

EXPERT ASSISTANCE ON SALE
OF TEXTILE PLANT PROPERTY
AND EQUIPMENT. This TA project
is to provide expert assistance to a

Lithuanian company in developing a
marketing proposal for the sale of
its textile property and manufactur-
ing machinery in Vieciunai,
Lithuania, and to help the company
to coordinate with a Baltic States
property agent to market the
property. IFC TA Allocation

Moldova

MARKET AND FEASIBILITY
STUDY FOR A HOTEL. This TA is a
market study and feasibility study
for a new hotel in Moldova’s capital
city, Chisinau. In addition, the TA will
make recommendations on such
factors as standards of service, and
the scale and range of facilities to
be included. United Kingdom

FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A
RESTRUCTURING INVESTMENT
IN A WINERY. This TA is an in-
depth review of an existing
feasibility study, prepared by a local
company, for the restructuring and
renovation investment in new
plantations in selected vineyards in
south Moldova. Italy

PREPARATORY STUDY FOR
MODERNIZATION OF CANDY
FACTORY. This study will assess the
technical and market constraints
and opportunities faced by a local
chocolate and candy producer, with
an aim of defining a sustainable
business plan for the company’s
future operation, including the scale
and content of the modernization
investments envisaged. Italy
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Romania

TRAINING AND TECHNICAL
ASSISTANCE FOR SENIOR
MANAGEMENT OF LOCAL
INSURANCE COMPANY. This
grant supports expert assistance to
senior managers of an existing
composite (both life and nonlife)
insurance company in Romania.
The assistance will help them
better structure the company’s
operations to make it more stable
and financially secure. Sweden

COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRON-
MENTAL AUDIT OF A CHEMICAL
AND FIBER PRODUCER. This
project provides expert environmen-
tal assistance to a recently
privatized chemical, textile fiber and
yarn manufacture. TA work includes
gathering baseline data on current
levels of the plant’s air and waste
water emissions, surface water, and
ground contamination and develop-
ing an environmental management
plan to enable the company to
mitigate the adverse environmental
impacts of its operation. Switzerland

Russian Federation

MEDICAL CENTER PROJECT:
TRANSFER OF KNOW-HOW AND
BEST PRACTICE TO MEDICAL
PROFESSIONALS. This TA
assignment is to help a private
medical center in Saint Petersburg
to leverage its management skills
and professional medical expertise
to other medical personnel in the
region. This is to be accomplished
through a “train-the trainers”
program, as well as through on-site
visits by foreign experts and
medical center staff to surrounding
areas where medical or clinical
services are offered. Finland

DEVELOPMENT OF LEASING
SECTOR IN THE URAL REGION
OF RUSSIA. Growing out of
previous TA work on leasing in
Russia this TA is designed to
extend the experience of IFC’s

Leasing Development Group (LDG)
to the Urals. The concept is to
develop a team of local experts who
will support increased regional
knowledge of leasing as a source
of finance to facilitate renewal and
acquisition of capital assets. United
Kingdom

TWINNING PROJECT FOR
COMMERCIAL BANK. This TA will
provide banking specialists to
support the re-engineering of a
commercial bank in Moscow, and
supplements an earlier grant. This
additional component will provide
advisory services in the areas of
financial management, asset/
liability and market risk manage-
ment, credit management, and IT/
MIS. United Kingdom

Turkey

DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT OF
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT.
This assignment is to undertake a
diagnostic assessment, funded
jointly with FIAS, to identify the
issues and real prospects for
increasing FDI flows to Turkey. This
diagnostic will explore both
government and private sector
issues, and identify areas that are
slowing or perceived to be imped-
ing FDI into Turkey. The assessment
will provide the basis for the design
of a conference on FDI (see below),
to be conducted jointly by the
Government of Turkey, the World
Bank and IFC. IFC TA Allocation

FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT
CONFERENCE. The Government
of Turkey will organize a conference
to increase foreign direct invest-
ment (FDI) flows into Turkey. The
conference will draw on a diagnos-
tic assessment (see above) carried
out by the World Bank Group’s
Foreign Investment Advisory
Service (FIAS) in October 2000.
Austria, Spain, IFC TA Allocation

Ukraine

BANK RE-ENGINEERING
PROJECT. This TA effort is to
upgrade the institutional capabilities
of local banks so they can prospec-
tively manage credit lines focused
on SME borrowers. The assignment
involves screening and identifying
potential banks in Ukraine—two
relatively smaller banks will be
selected—and implementing a
tailored technical assistance work
plan leading to an IFC investment.
The Netherlands

IN-DEPTH SURVEY OF STRUC-
TURE OF SME SECTOR. This
grant supports producing an annual
survey of legislative, administrative,
financial, and market environments
for SME development in Ukraine.
Funding supports field work and
preliminary data analysis, and
contributes toward the cost of
publishing the report for use by the
Government of Ukraine in consider-
ing its private sector development
strategy. Norway
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Yugoslavia, Federal Republic of

APPOINTMENT OF TA AND
INVESTMENT PROJECT COOR-
DINATOR. Given IFC’s
reengagement in the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia this grant
supports a field-based project
coordinator to help IFC reestablish
its operations. This private sector
specialist will help provide in-depth
detailed industry analyses. Sweden

STUDY OF INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN SELECTED
INDUSTRIES. This grant supports
the initial stages of needs assess-
ment and project identification work
focused on garment-making, food
and food processing, and pharma-
ceuticals industries. Sweden

ASSESSMENT OF THE INFOR-
MATION TECHNOLOGY AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
SECTORS. If Yugoslav companies
are to compete effectively in
regional and global markets, they
will need to assess the contribution
that information technology and
telecommunications can make to
their operations and business
strategy and invest in these
business tools. This TA project
involves an assessment of the
relevant sectors. Sweden

SURVEY OF RETAIL BANKING
MARKET. This TA assignment is to
conduct a survey of the retail
banking market as a first step
toward assessing the business

potential of the banking sector. It
includes an assessment of the
growth potential for domestic and
foreign financial institutions that
might be interested in entering the
market, and will identify regulatory
or business issues that need to be
addressed. Sweden

DIAGNOSTIC OF BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT AND ADMINIS-
TRATIVE BARRIERS TO FOREIGN
DIRECT INVESTMENT . This
project is to do basic fact-finding
and diagnostic work on improving
the country’s business environment
and promoting foreign direct
investment and new business start-
ups. The work includes reviewing
existing laws and policies and
administrative barriers and providing
recommendations for consideration
by government authorities on steps
to take to make the country more
attractive for FDI. Sweden

EXPERT ASSISTANCE ON COST
CONTROL, ACCOUNTING AND
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEMS FOR A FRUIT JUICE
COMPANY. This TA project assists
a fresh fruit juice company in
introducing an effective manage-
ment information system, a cost
control program, and in carrying out
an IAS audit. Sweden

Europe Region

TECHNICAL REVIEW OF MARKET
AND INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS
REGARDING HOUSING FINANCE.

This project is to provide a compre-
hensive analysis of the current
housing market and mortgage/
housing lending markets in Russia,
Ukraine, Poland, Slovakia, and the
Czech Republic. The report will
highlight aspects of the legal and
regulatory framework which
encourage or impede the develop-
ment of the housing finance
market. The Netherlands

FEASIBILITY AND PROJECT
DESIGN STUDY FOR SHIP
WASTE RECOVERY FACILITY. This
TA supports a feasibility study and
business plan for a ship waste
facility to serve the Black Sea
region. The study will cover the
technical and operational factors,
financial feasibility, and markets for
the service. Results of this study
may be used to establish a
financially viable multipurpose
floating waste processing facility.
The Netherlands

Latin America and
the Caribbean

Belize

PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE
SHRIMP AQUACULTURE. This TA
will develop agreed upon accept-
able operating practices, establish
norms and standards for aquacul-
ture operations, and undertake an
assessment of the cumulative
impacts of the industry in Southern

Belize to help guide future expan-
sion of the industry. Japan

Dominican Republic

REGIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS
DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR. This
grant supported a regional capital
markets seminar in Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic, sponsored by
the country’s Central Bank and the
Santo Domingo Stock Exchange to
get a better understanding of
opportunities and constraints in the
Dominican Republic’s capital
markets, as well as to encourage
closer regional cooperation.
Participants were senior private and
public officials from various Latin
American and Caribbean countries
who are active senior level players
in a range of capital markets
institutions. Sweden

El Salvador

FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR AN
INTEGRATED BUS SYSTEM. This
grant supports a comprehensive
feasibility study for an innovative,
private sector led reform that has
been proposed for the city of San
Salvador’s bus system. The study
involves in-depth analysis of the
technical, legal, economic, logistic,
and institutional factors for the
proposed revamping of transporta-
tion services delivery. Switzerland
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Honduras

NEW INSURANCE LEGISLATIVE
FRAMEWORK. This TA assignment
will draft new legislation to help
promote natural disaster insurance
and reinsurance. The legislation will
be based on the French natural
disaster insurance scheme and the
CIMA insurance code adopted in
Yaounde by most French speaking
African countries (July, 1992). The
assignment will include a workshop
on effective disaster risk manage-
ment, to be organized by the World
Bank and the Inter-American
Development Bank. France

Mexico

POST-HARVEST FINANCING TO
GRAIN FARMERS. This TA project
is to evaluate the feasibility of
providing post-harvest financing to
Mexican grain farmers, traders and
processors through introduction of
a warehouse receipt system. The
application of a warehouse receipts
scheme can help to improve grain
production and marketing systems
by increasing the efficiency with
which the commodities are handled
and managed once they leave
farmers’ fields. Canada

Peru

ESTABLISHING A COMBINED
WHOLESALE MARKET AND
LOGISTICS AND DISTRIBUTION
CENTER. This TA assignment will

review the criteria for the formation
of a warehouse and distribution
center and wholesale market on a
shared site in the northern Peruvian
city of Chiclayo. The anticipated
market will be further developed
and integrated through the
establishment of a warehouse and
distribution center for logistics
companies and producers. The
Netherlands

Central America Region

DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE FOR
SMES (HURRICANE MITCH
AFFECTED COUNTRIES: GUATE-
MALA, HONDURAS, NICARAGUA,
EL SALVADOR). Funding through
this TA complements earlier funding
by the Italian Trust Fund to assist
SMEs in these countries with project
development, training and skills
development, and obtaining access
to funding. IFC TA Allocation

Middle East and
North Africa
Region

Egypt

STUDY OF INTERNET SERVICE
PROVISION FOR “SMART
SCHOOLS.” This assignment
consists of a fact-finding and
analytic study on the provision of
Internet services to “smart schools.”
The work will assess the current

status of the use of the Internet in
urban and rural schools; recom-
mend ways to improve connectivity
and usage of the Internet in
schools; advise on content and
curriculum for smart schools; advise
on potential partners/projects that
could help establishment of these
schools; and explore possibilities for
implementing smart schools in
other countries in the MENA
region. New Zealand

Lebanon

EXPERT ASSISTANCE ON
IMPLEMENTING LEGAL AND
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
FOR INSURANCE INDUSTRY.
This grant supports expert assis-
tance to the Government of
Lebanon in implementing the new
insurance law passed in 1999. It
involves reviewing the proposed
regulations prepared by the
insurance supervisor’s office;
assisting the supervisor in assess-
ing the needs of the market; and
providing necessary training to the
staff of the supervisory authority.
Canada

Morocco

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF WEATHER INDEX INSUR-
ANCE COMPANY. This assignment
provides preparatory assistance for
creating a weather risk manage-
ment company in Morocco.
Activities involved in the project

cover a broad range, and include
basic meteorological fact-finding;
product design; options on
corporate structure; and preparation
of business plan and implementa-
tion strategy. Italy

MARKET STUDY ON ESTABLISH-
ING A PRIVATE UNIVERSITY. The
TA project consists of a market and
a feasibility study for establishing
the first private university in
Morocco, to be located in
Casablanca. Italy

Syrian Arab Republic

BANKING SECTOR REVIEW. This
TA project has two main compo-
nents: a review of the Syrian
banking sector, with emphasis on
evaluating existing bank operations;
and a review of the legal and
regulatory framework for banking
activities in the country and the
impediments to the development of
the banking sector. France

STRENGTHENING BUSINESS OF
SMALL SCALE TEXTILE MANU-
FACTURERS. This TA assignment
is to assist in the development of
the textile industry by providing
local producers with expert advice
in the formulation of business plans,
accounting standards, and financial
projections, and also by assisting in
the preparation of audited financial
statements. Italy
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MENA Region

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE INFORMATION TECH-
NOLOGY SECTOR. This TA project
comprises a market analysis of the
information technology sector and a
review of the investment outlook for
IT projects in selected countries in
the MENA region (Algeria, Egypt,
Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Syria,
Tunisia, and the West Bank and
Gaza). The project will highlight the
types of projects which would
provide positive economic and
development impact in the targeted
countries. The project will also
provide information to assist
governments of these countries to
develop policies regarding the IT
sector and/ or their industry
associations that facilitate an
effective investment decision-
making process. France, Italy

Sub-Saharan Africa

Kenya

STRATEGIC REVIEW OF THE
PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY.
This TA project is to carry out a
strategic review of the future of
Kenya’s pulp and paper industry
over a ten to fifteen year horizon.
One of the study’s main objectives
is to provide the government and
IFC with a clearer understanding of
the regional (Eastern and Southern
African) pulp and paper markets

and the competitiveness, current
and potential, of Kenya’s pulp and
paper industry in order to help
determine policy regarding support
for private investments in the
sector. Finland

Madagascar

CRAYFISH STOCK ASSESSMENT
AND MANAGEMENT PLAN. This
TA project is to assess crayfish
stocks in Southern Madagascar and
develop a sustainable management
plan for a crayfish fishery company.
IFC TA Allocation

STUDY OF INSURANCE MARKET
AND INVESTMENT ENVIRON-
MENT. This TA project is a survey
of the potential market for life and
non-life insurance in Madagascar to
provide an assessment of the
viability of creating an insurance
company. This includes review and
analyses of the existing insurance
market, with particular attention to
legal, regulatory, tax and institu-
tional factors. Sweden

Nigeria

STUDY ON PHARMACEUTICAL
PRODUCTS AND SUPPLY CHAIN.
An independent market study for
pharmaceutical products will
analyze the market by major
therapeutic category, including
supply (both of imported and of
locally produced medicines),
demand (by category of drug, type

of customer—institutions vs.
individuals), location, willingness
and capacity to pay, and distribution
and logistics. Canada

ASSESSMENT OF INSURANCE,
PENSIONS AND ASSET MAN-
AGEMENT MARKET. This TA is a
review and assessment of the
potential market for life and non-life
insurance, pension funds, and asset
management. The project is to give
particular attention to legal regula-
tory, tax and institutional factors. The
assignment will also provide an
assessment on the viability of
creating an insurance or an asset
management company. Norway

Senegal

STUDY ON STRUCTURE AND
POTENTIAL FOR EXPANDING
THE POWER SECTOR. This study
is to develop short-term and longer-
term expansion plans for Senegal’s
electricity sector. It is expected to
provide IFC and other potential
investors with an objective view of
the power supply/demand situation
and the investment requirements
for correcting the existing imbal-
ance in the country. Switzerland

Tanzania, United Republic of

ASSISTANCE ON PRIVATIZATION
OF NATIONAL AIRLINE. This grant
supports external legal, airline, and
transition management specialists
to assist IFC in its work as lead

advisor to the Tanzania government
in privatizing the national airline.
Denmark

REVIEW OF POTENTIAL FOR
SMALL-HOLDER OUTGROWER
PRODUCTION IN THE
MOROGORO REGION. This TA will
review the potential for providing
credit, through an existing Tanza-
nian business group, to small holder
farmers in the region surrounding
the group’s processing facilities.
Under the proposed arrangement,
the group would provide the
farmers with the necessary financial
means to produce and market
cotton, sunflowers and soybeans, all
of which have been limited in
recent times by the lack of rural
agricultural credit. Denmark

FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR AN
AQUACULTURE OPERATION. This
TA project consists of a feasibility
study for the establishment of an
aquaculture operation on Lake
Victoria. The assignment may also
help demonstrate the potential of
aquaculture for the other countries
sharing Lake Victoria (Uganda,
Kenya and Tanzania) and more
broadly for all Sub-Saharan Africa.
Canada

Uganda

EXPERT ASSISTANCE TO
UGANDA RURAL ELECTRIFICA-
TION DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
(URED). This project is to help the
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Government of Uganda develop a
private sector led pilot rural
electrification project through
setting up new greenfield rural
electrification projects that can
attract private sector investors. The
assignment will quantify the
attractiveness of the first tranche of
projects, present the results to a
group of pre-selected participants,
and help negotiate with the
government for licenses, conces-
sions, and so on. United States,
IFC TA Allocation

Zambia

STRENGTHENING SUPPLY
CHAIN LINKAGES FOR SME
SUPPLIERS. This project will
review opportunities for IFC to
assist SMEs in the copperbelt
region of Zambia to participate in
the supply-chain of large firms in
the region, with a particular focus
on the mining sector. The work will
consist of two phases: (1) an
assessment of the purchasing
needs of large mining firms, and of
the capabilities of local SMEs, and
a diagnostic of the constraints to
developing supply-chain linkages;
and (2) a structure and methodol-
ogy for IFC to deliver services to
suppliers and purchasers to
improve their ability to work
together. Japan

Africa Region

CREATION OF SME WEBSITE.
This TA project involves design and
preparatory work for an SME-
oriented website, focused on the
business needs of SME companies
and entrepreneurs in Africa. It is
anticipated that the website will
provide a focal point for providing
information and data relative to
conducting their businesses and
developing new business concepts
as well as for potential service
providers to SME firms. The initial
information to be carried on the
website will focus on sharing
lessons learned, and information
concerning the APDF and the
Enterprise Support Service for
Africa effort. IFC TA Allocation

TRAINING PROGRAM FOR SME
LENDING. This TA project prepared
and conducted a training program
to loan officers at banks in Côte
d’Ivoire, Chad and Senegal. Banks
targeted in this TA were those that
currently lend to SME borrowers.
The objectives of the assignment
are to better equip loan officers to
evaluate the credit risk of SME loan
applications, and manage a portfolio
of SME loans. IFC TA Allocation

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
CAPACITY BUILDING. Two
separate grants were secured from

the governments of Denmark (for
Ghana, Uganda and Zimbabwe) and
Norway (for Mozambique, Tanzania
and Zambia) to support this TA. The
work consists of: corporate
governance training, company level
governance diagnostics; assistance
in the development of national
codes of practice for corporate
governance; and expert assistance
for developing corporate gover-
nance manuals. Denmark, Norway

Global/Multi
Region

SCOPING STUDY ON
INVESTMENT POTENTIAL FOR
LIFE SCIENCES INDUSTRIES.
This grant supported an initial
review of the life sciences sector in
order to determine how IFC might
increase its investment and
development impact in the sector.
IFC TA Allocation

GLOBAL CONFERENCE ON
SMALL BUSINESS LENDING.
This grant supports an IFC and
World Bank Institute global
conference on the role of credit
information and credit scoring in
small and micro enterprise credit.
The aim of the conference is to
acquaint micro and small business
lenders in emerging markets with

technological innovations for credit
decision making and the implica-
tions for more effective
management of their own institu-
tions. Sweden

LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT AS
TOOLS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
GOOD PRACTICE IN INVEST-
MENT PROJECTS. This grant
supports expert assistance to carry
out a pilot/test project for the
introduction of a new analytic tool
(Life Cycle Assessment— LCA) in
the evaluation of the environment
and development impact of IFC
investment projects. LCA is
concerned with the overall impact
of extended systems (sequences of
industrial operations) on the
environment, and helps to identify
and quantify impacts in a system-
wide fashion (manufacturing, use
phase, and end-of-life). France

STUDY OF FINANCIAL INTERME-
DIARIES’ TRAINING NEEDS. This
assignment will survey up to 30
selected IFC client financial
intermediaries (FIs) globally in order
to determine success factors, with
special focus on risk assessment;
skills/knowledge gaps; needs for
additional support; and support
services currently procured. Ireland
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ASSESSING AND QUANTIFYING
THE ENVIRONMENTAL BEN-
EFITS OF INVESTMENT
PROJECTS. The aim of this study is
to develop a methodology for
incorporating quantified analysis of
environmental costs and benefits in
IFC project appraisals. It is envis-
aged that this appraisal component
could lead to a more accurate
picture of the economic rate of
return (ERR) on investments, and
would enable better estimates of
their development impact with
respect to environmental costs and
benefits. Switzerland

STRENGTHENING SECURITY OF
FINANCIAL SERVICES
THROUGH BIOMETRIC TECH-
NOLOGIES. This TA project will
analyze and structure an investment
proposal for IFC and its co-
investors to strengthen the
provision of financial services and
the management of financial
institutions in developing countries
through the use of biometric
technology. Japan

DEVELOPMENTAL ENVIRON-
MENTAL AND SOCIAL
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES
FOR SELECTED BUSINESS
SECTORS. The objective of this TA
is to develop clear-cut environmen-
tal and social performance
guidelines for targeted industrial

and business sectors, for which
guidelines are currently inadequate
or nonexistent. The guidelines will
be made available for use not only
by multilateral organizations, but
also by local governments, regula-
tory agency authorities, and project
sponsors. Denmark

STUDY OF INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES IN LIFE
SCIENCES/BIOTECHNOLOGY
INDUSTRIES. Following up on the
scoping study (see above) this
study will look at the life sciences
sectors to identify where invest-
ment may produce significant
economic and development impact
and to determine the nature and
extent of IFC’s involvement in the
sector. Japan

SCOPING STUDY OF POTENTIAL
FOR E-BANKING SYSTEMS FOR
SMALL AND RURAL FINANCE.
This TA project focuses on the new
promising area of e-banking. The
idea is to identify and review e-
banking practices among market
leaders in this new business area—
mainly the Nordic countries—and
identify approaches and compo-
nents that can be applied to SME
and rural financing in emerging
markets, with an aim to helping e-
banking ventures to initiate pilots in
the Baltics and Northwest Russia.
Finland

SOLAR DEVELOPMENT GROUP

This TA project aims to promote the
use of and investments in photovol-
taic technologies, as these can
provide affordable and environmen-
tally sound electric power to
off-grid and remote locations. The
grant supports efforts of a joint
venture specifically created to
accelerate photovoltaic use in
underserved communities, in a
private sector context. This involves
both the conduct of education and
awareness programs, and training
and technical assistance, with an
ultimate objective to make invest-
ments in photovoltaic projects to
serve mainly low-income popula-
tions. The Netherlands
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Success stories help us better understand
how technical assistance efforts are helping improve people’s

lives around the world. The following four stories are from

Russia, China, South Africa, and Tajikistan.

CHAPTER 2 ANNEX 3:
TA SUCCESS STORIES
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The Dutch dairy company,
Campina Melkunie,

considered expanding production
to Russia but faced major obstacles, including

inadequate quality of milk and a lack of a reliable supply. Resolving
these issues was crucial to Campina’s commitment to a Russian
operation. IFC offered to work with Campina to help boost the
quality and quantity of milk production in local farms. With a grant
from the Dutch Trust Fund and money from Campina itself, IFC
surveyed farms and located potential suppliers. A team of local IFC
consultants and Dutch dairy consultants was dispatched to the
farms for 18 months, training local farmers on best practices,
introducing modern technology to increase the quality and quantity
of milk to meet Campina’s demand and quality standards. Given
positive initial results, Campina decided to go ahead with the full
production facility. This work led to a $50 million investment in a
yogurt factory that IFC helped finance with a long-term loan. In
June, 2000, production officially began and demand for Campina
products continues to rise in Russia. The plant is operating at full
capacity and Campina plans to install another production line soon.

Additionally, IFC helped structure Campina’s investments into its
supplier farms to acquire new milking and cooling equipment (some
1 million euros). An innovative payment structure calculated the
cost of the new equipment in milk, and the farms have one to four
years to pay Campina back through the supply of milk. The project
financing schemes are extremely important, as Russian banks are
not ready to extend credit to agricultural businesses. The Russian
farmers have improved their milk quality, almost doubled their
production and now have a steady purchaser of their products. The
competition among various foreign producers for milk suppliers has
resulted in higher prices for milk and higher earnings for farmers.

China: Roundtable Stimulates Interest
in Mining

China’s mining industry offers great economic potential but has
been constrained by a combination of failing State Owned Enter-
prises (SOEs), uncontrolled small mines, and safety and
environmental problems. In addition, China has not seen the
development or continued operation of any major mine by foreign
investors since it opened its markets to foreigners in the early
1980s. This roundtable was organized by the Mining Department (a
global department of the World Bank Group) and the Chinese
Ministry of Land and Resources (MOLAR) with funding from
Australia, the IFC TA Fund, and provincial authorities. It provided a
forum for study and discussion of the policies and business
environment affecting foreign investment in the mining sector of
Western China. More than 130 people attended the conference,
which included a series of presentations and roundtables (the
presentations are available on the MOLAR website at
www.MLR.gov.cn). The conference was greatly appreciated by both
MOLAR and the provincial authorities. MOLAR has expressed an
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interest in following up with the Mining Department’s policy group
to continue and complete reforms in the mining sector in order to
create an attractive environment for domestic and foreign private
investment.

South Africa: Conservation and
Commerce in National Parks

South African National Parks (SANP) is responsible for the
management of all national parks in South Africa, including the
world-famous Kruger National Park. It is excellent at its core
functions of maintaining biodiversity and protecting the environ-
ment. However, its commercial operations do not provide a
sufficient level of financial returns to sustain operations and
exercise its full mandate. SANP recognized the planned cutbacks in
government subsidies for South Africa’s national parks, and the fact

that these parks could generate significantly
higher revenue and foreign exchange that could
be used to better protect the park resources. In
1999, it engaged IFC to provide technical
assistance with concessioning its commercial
operations to the private sector. IFC’s assistance
included advising SANP on: the broad commer-

cialization framework; the
market potential of the
concessions; environ-
mental provisions to be
included in the conces-
sion contracts; the social
implications of sites
concessioned; a strategy
for franchising SANP’s

restaurants and retail facilities; and methods of promoting black
economic empowerment through the commercialization process.

In December 2000, SANP signed seven contracts for conces-
sions to establish ecotourism lodges in its national parks. The seven
concessions are expected to result in 316 new beds in the game
lodge sector, and capital investments of $17 million, as well as
generate a guaranteed income to SANP with a net present value of
about $27 million. Actual income could be substantially above the
guaranteed level. It is also expected that additional tourism demand
for food, souvenirs, educational materials, guides and transportation
services will stimulate local investment, employment and income in
the concession sites and the South African economy as a whole.
The second phase of the IFC-assisted commercialization program,
involving additional concession sites plus the outsourcing of
SANP’s shops and restaurants, is expected to be completed by
October 2001.

Tajikistan: Improving Peoples’ Lives
 in the High Mountains

Gorno Badakhshan is a poor, remote and highly mountainous
region in Eastern Tajikistan, with winter temperatures as low as
minus 30ºC. Prior to the
breakup of the former
Soviet Union, the 200,000
residents were dependent
on diesel generators for
about 60 percent of their
energy needs, with the
remaining being supplied
from the centralized power
distribution of the former
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Soviet Union. After the breakup of the former Soviet Union, the
newly independent Tajikistan experienced great difficulties in
generating the foreign exchange required to pay for importing the
needed diesel oil. As a result, Gorno Badakhshan began to experi-
ence frequent blackouts and eventually a complete loss of power,
which caused considerable personal hardships—schools, hospitals
and businesses also had to close for lack of heating. In 1998, at
the request of the Tajikistan government, IFC used Swiss Trust
Funds to examine the feasibility of establishing a private indepen-
dent power
supply company
in Gorno-
Badakhshan.
This study
provided the
basis for a
concession
agreement that
was negotiated
between the Government of
Tajikistan, Aga Khan
Foundation for Economic
Development, and IFC for
the establishment of a
private energy supply
company, Palmir Energy
Company (PEC), to take over all electricity power facilities in the
region, as well as to develop new power sources on Lake Yashikul.
To date, all engineering, environmental and social studies have been
completed, construction arrangements investigated, and an exten-
sive series of public hearings held with interested stakeholders in
the project. IFC and an investor group (potentially consisting of the
Swiss government, the International Development Association, the

Aga Khan Foundation for Economic Development and the Organi-
zation of Petroleum Exporting Countries) are negotiating with the
Tajikistan government for PEC’s financing. When implemented, PEC
will use innovative approaches for providing a basic infrastructure
service to improve the lives of the residents of Gorno-Badakhshan.

Zimbabwe: Stimulating Ventures
With Capital

IFC funded a feasibility study for the creation of the first venture
capital company in Zimbabwe, recognizing that the growth of

startup companies and small- and medium-
sized enterprises was being constrained by
the lack of adequate long-term capital. The
study confirmed the need and feasibility of
establishing a venture capital company. IFC
subsequently made a $1.7 million invest-
ment for a 9 percent share of the Venture
Capital Company of Zimbabwe (VCCZ).
Since the establishment of this company,
Zimbabwean entrepreneurs without ad-
equate capital or collateral security can now
invest in new fields such as the private
provision of healthcare, education, manufac-
turing, and financial services. VCCZ has
demonstrated the need for venture capital in

Zimbabwe, and the empowerment it provides indigenous and local
private sector entrepreneurs. VCCZ is also having a dramatic
impact in generating employment in the small and medium enter-
prises sector in Zimbabwe, with one of its investee companies
employing more than 200 people. The success of this company has
led to the creation of five venture capital companies in Zimbabwe;
and more are in the process of being established.
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Project Development Facilities
and Business Advisory Services,which assist sm

CHAPTER 3: PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
FACILITIES AND BUSINESS ADVISORY
SERVICES
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These efforts are coordinated by the Small and Medium Enter-
prise (SME) Department, jointly managed by IFC and the World
Bank and completing its first full year of operations in FY01. The
department follows a four-part strategy with PDFs and BASs:
improve the business environment, build access to capital, provide
support services, and advance information technology.

 As of June 30, 2001, facilities coordinated through the SME
Department include the African Management Services Company
(AMSCO), the Africa Project Development Facility (APDF), the
China Project Development Facility (CPDF), Developing Enterprises
in South Asia (DESA), the Mekong Project Development Facility
(MPDF), Southeast Europe Enterprise Development (SEED), and
the South Pacific Project Facility (SPPF). These initiatives are
briefly described in this Chapter. More detailed information is
contained in the SME Department’s website at www.ifc.org/sme,
and also in the annual report of each facility.

African Management Services Company

African Management Services Company’s (AMSCO’s) mission is to
assist African companies—in particular, small- and medium-sized private
companies with substantial African ownership—to become more sustain-
able and competitive in national and international markets. AMSCO
achieves this by seconding experienced managers to client companies,
and by providing client-specific training to upgrade the skills of the local
workforce to improve their performance and productivity.

AMSCO has four core competencies: recruitment of managers to
senior positions; secondment to African client companies of well-qualified
managers for two to three years; development and implementation of
tailor-made training programs for capacity building; and offering work-
shops and manuals toward the promotion of good corporate governance.

Highlights of AMSCO’s activities in CY00 include:
• The number of managers grew by 17 percent to a total of 244 at

the end of 2000, seconded to 99 African companies (77 percent
SMEs) in 23 countries.

• AMSCO has trained 2,400 employees in company-specific (on-
the-job) training programs.

• AMSCO clients contributed, on average, 85 percent of the total
and costs of expatriate management and training of their employ-
ees. This demonstrates two aspects of development impact:
AMSCO’s client companies perform well, enabling them to pay;
and their owners consider AMSCO’s services of value.

• A market study by Ernst &Young Ghana in Autumn 2000 revealed
that the market for management services in Africa is still largely
undeveloped. AMSCO’s services are still unique and continue to
be in great demand. AMSCO is now cooperating with local service
providers in order to speed up the development of markets for such
services and prepare them to take over AMSCO’s function.

mall business development, are a major
component of IFC’s technical assistance

efforts.
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• AMSCO has developed six offices in
Africa and is in the process of transfer-
ring functions from its head office in
Amsterdam to offices in Africa.

• AMSCO supported IFC TA projects
to promote, through its managers
and through other local partner
institutions, good corporate gover-
nance in nine countries.

The recognition and application of
corporate governance standards is crucial
for economic development because it
increases discipline in the business commu-
nity, and at the same time acts as a signal
to investors and donors alike, especially to
international investors. The IFC/AMSCO
Corporate Governance Program provides
country specific manuals and workshops
that emphasize the role and responsibilities
of shareholders and Boards of Directors,
and of the aspects of integrity, transparency
and accountability.

A good example of AMSCO intervention
is that of Groupe RTA (Radio Télévison
Analamanga) in Madagascar. In the two
years since AMSCO’s involvement, RTA has
diversified its programs, created a loyal
television and radio audience, increased its
efficiency by more than 60 percent and
established the first technical school in which
employees may learn the skills of media

production. Today RTA has achieved a level
on par with European Media groups, and
hopes to export the concept of RTA in Africa.

AMSCO was established in 1989 as a
public-private partnership led by the United
Nations Development Programme, the
African Development Bank, and the Interna-
tional Finance Corporation. These founders,
together with shareholders made up of
development banks and prominent interna-
tional corporations, and with generous
support from donor governments, have
provided AMSCO with $55 million by way
of share capital and grants for management
and training over the last 12 years.

Africa Project
Development Facility

The Africa Project Development Facility
(APDF) is a joint IFC/multi-donor initiative
supporting African small- and medium-sized
enterprises, and managed by the IFC.
Headquartered in Johannesburg, with
regional hubs in Abidjan, Accra,
Johannesburg and Nairobi, and offices in
Lagos and Cape Town, it facilitates access
to a wide set of business development
services for local SMEs and the organiza-
tions in Sub-Saharan Africa.

APDF was established in 1986 as a joint
venture of IFC, the African Development

Bank and the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) to help African
entrepreneurs develop “bankable” business
plans and secure necessary financing for
their projects. Since its inception to June
30, 2001, APDF has assisted more than
460 projects, leading to more than $670
million in new investment and the creation
of approximately 36,500 jobs. It has now
broadened its mandate to include capacity
building for SMEs, consulting services,
business associations, and local financial
institutions. APDF also works closely with
its sister organization, AMSCO, which
provides fee-based management support
and training as well as corporate gover-
nance assistance throughout the continent.

At the beginning of FY01, APDF began a
new five-year, $39 million budget cycle,
with a core set of products that include:

Business Advisory Services
• Business diagnosis using a well

developed tool
• Business plans, due diligence and

valuations
• Financial structuring and fund raising

Enterprise Support Services
• Organizational/human resource

development
• Development of marketing and sales

strategies
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• Productivity improvements and
quality control

• Improvements in finance and ac-
counting systems

• Management information systems
• Strategic planning
• Working capital management and

sourcing.

Skills Development
• On and off-site training for SME

personnel, using local institutions
• Consultant training (best practices,

report writing, ethics in consulting,
etc.)

• Financial institutions training (apprais-
ing, credit scoring, mentoring, etc.)

• Training and capacity building for
local business associations especially
in the role of lobbying for improve-
ments in business conditions.

In the past year, APDF donors have
endorsed the following strategic direction:

• Helping SMEs access capital to
launch, expand and strengthen their
businesses through business plan
development and financial structuring.

• Broadening the assistance program
to include services that improve
management, operations, and
competitiveness of SMEs.

• Developing capacity and partner-
ships with local institutions and local
consulting firms to support SMEs on
a more sustainable level.

• Working with local financial institutions
to improve their support to SMEs.

• Regular monitoring and evaluation of
outputs and outcomes of assistance
provided to SMEs, to develop a
continuous learning process, and
help improve services and inform
stakeholders.

China Project
Development Facility

IFC’s Board has approved a $5 million
grant contribution (over five years) to
support the establishment and operation of
the China Project Development Facility
(CPDF). In addition to IFC’s contribution,
the donor contributions were formalized
during the last quarter of FY01 to include
Australia for $1.5 million and Switzerland
for $2.3 million. It is currently anticipated
that CPDF’s effort to bolster the develop-
ment of small- and medium-sized
enterprises in Sichuan Province will have a
total budget of $17 million. The first Donor
Meeting will be held in October 2001.

The design of CPDF drew on three key
sources:

• A major review of the Chinese
private sector that IFC commis-
sioned with the support of Australia
through the TATF Program, managed
and publicly reported on during
1999/2000;

• IFC’s own private sector investment
experience in China, and in the
Sichuan Province in particular; and

• IFC’s experience in managing SME
support facilities in other difficult and
emerging markets (most notably the
Mekong Project Development
Facility—MPDF).

Activities

With key managers and initial staff
already appointed, CPDF will formally
commence operations in October 2001.
Several CPDF initiatives are already
underway in agribusiness, the financial
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sector, and the business enabling environ-
ment. A “Business Enabling Environment for
SME Development” seminar took place in
the city of Chengdu, Sichuan Province, on
May 17-18, 2001, organized in collaboration
with the State Economic and Trade Commis-
sion (SETC). The seminar, funded by AusAID
through the IFC’s TATF program, aimed to
examine the implementation of the recom-
mendations from the IFC report entitled
China’s Emerging Private Enterprises:
Prospects for the New Century, published in
October 2000, and was designed to:

• Provide realistic examples of how
implementation of the enabling
environment recommendations from
the IFC China private sector study
may be carried out;

• Support the efforts made by the
SETC and the Government of
Chengdu to develop a city level
implementation program for improv-
ing environment for SME
development;

• Provide an opportunity for other
international agencies operating in
Sichuan Province (such as the World
Bank, IFC and DFID) to share their
experiences with the participants; and

• Disseminate the experience gained
in Chengdu to other provinces and
municipalities.

Objectives

CPDF’s activities will:
• Foster the development of a vibrant

private sector as the main engine of
employment and income growth in
the interior of China.

• Respond to the growing needs of
private SMEs to formalize their
operations and overcome internal
constraints to growth and develop-
ment.

• Provide visible demonstrations of
best practice methodology for
evaluating, structuring, and imple-
menting investment projects.

• Help upgrade the skill levels of
personnel within firms, the domestic
finance sector, professional associa-
tions, and local consulting firms, and
leave a legacy of sustainable local
consulting and training capacity, to
deliver high-quality support services
to SMEs, including the development
of Internet-related services.

• Support the development of particu-
lar sectors with significant potential
for SME growth and promote further
improvement in the overall environ-
ment for SME development.

• Provide a contact point for local,
regional and international companies

and business groups, and facilitate
regular interactions between these
groups and relevant government,
financing, bilateral agencies, and the
development community at large.

These objectives have been premised on
the belief that larger numbers of faster
growing private SMEs will contribute more
to job creation and to economic dynamism,
and hence to poverty reduction, than is
currently the case in this province.

Developing Enterprises
in South Asia

IFC’s newest SME Facility is DESA—
Developing Enterprises in South Asia.
Approved in FY01, this program will be
anchored in Bangladesh, with focused
outreach programs in Nepal and in North-
east India. Only limited activities will be
undertaken in Bhutan until such time as this
country becomes an IFC member.
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DESA will offer a mix of programs to
assist viable SMEs in the region with the
potential for growth. It will work extensively
with local institutions, including banks,
training institutions, consultants, and
government agencies.

DESA will provide programming in three
main areas:

• Improving Access to Capital.
SMEs in all three countries identify
lack of access to finance as a
primary constraint on business.
Finance for working capital is a
major obstacle but there is also a
significant demand for long-term
capital investment. In addition,
entrepreneurs are often unable to
present sound project proposals to
banks for financing. In all three
countries, there are a handful of good
domestic banks with adequate
liquidity, branch networks, and some
track record and interest in lending to
SMEs. They need assistance to build
their capacity to increase the size and
quality of their SME portfolios. DESA
will aim to build this capacity.

• Improving Access to Business
Development Services. Alongside
finance, SMEs are constrained by
their lack of know-how in manage-
ment, marketing and technology

adoption. Local organizations have
limited experience in serving SME
markets and are in need of capacity
building and technology transfer to
be able to reach deeper into small
firm markets on a commercially
viable basis. DESA will assist groups
of local service providers with an
interest in reaching SMEs on a
commercial basis (both public and
private). This assistance will involve
providing training, facilitating coop-
erative efforts to upgrade skills, and
transferring products proven effec-
tive with SMEs.

• Improving Business Environ-
ments. Business environments are
very difficult with significant over-
regulation, particularly in Bangladesh
and Nepal. DESA will not initiate
national policy reforms, but will
directly assist the World Bank Group,
the Asian Development Bank (ADB),
key bilateral donors, and the govern-
ment in the policy arena.

It is currently anticipated that the total
budget for DESA for its first five-year period
would be up to approximately $28 million.
IFC expects to make a contribution of up to
$5 million to DESA over the period ending
June 30, 2006 ($1 million per year) and
mobilize the remainder from other donors.

Mekong Project
Development Facility

Launched in 1997, the Mekong Project
Development Facility’s (MPDF’s)
overarching mission is to foster growth in
the number and size of domestic private
firms in Vietnam, Cambodia, and the Lao
PDR. The $25 million facility (not including
a commitment of 5 million euros from the
EC, pending resolution of some outstanding
issues) bases its work on the idea that
domestic entrepreneurship is central to
ongoing efforts in all three countries in
order to overcome widespread poverty and
continue the transition from central planning
to market-based economies.

In CY00, MPDF helped 34 companies
raise financing, an increase of 55 percent
over 1999, resulting in investments of
$27.5 million, and leading to the creation of
more than 6,000 new jobs and nearly $50
million in foreign exchange earnings per
year.

MPDF applies a twofold strategy to its
goals of strengthening small businesses,
and improving their access to capital and
their operational performance. The first
strategy involves company advisory assis-
tance, and the second involves business
support services development. MPDF
executes this twofold strategy by:
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• Catalyzing additional financial flows
from other sources and giving a
boost to private sector development;

• Providing viable SMEs with improved
access to long-term capital, technical
advice, and managerial skills;

• Bolstering local lending capacity by
providing specialized training to local
private commercial banks;

• Promoting partnerships among local
firms and financial, technical, and
domestic partners at home or
abroad; and

• Helping improve the local business
environment.

In Vietnam, MPDF-sponsored training in
management practices help build emerging
private businesses. The facility currently
organizes management training for local
entrepreneurs on a full cost-recovery basis
at business schools in Hanoi and Ho Chi
Minh City. Despite the country’s dearth of
reliable business information and sources of
reliable finance, MPDF launched successful
pilots in Cambodia to scale up companies in
the textiles and manufactures sectors in
2000, and expanded relationships with
several banks and entrepreneurs in 2001.

Achievements in Lao PDR can be
attributed to the willingness of local banks
and IFC to lend to domestic firms, as well
as to four years of experience and local

market knowledge built up by MPDF staff.
Completed projects have focused on
education, and on Laos’ comparative
advantages in tourism and wood processing.

A good example of MPDF’s contribution
on the investment side is its recent work
with Thai Hoa, a tea firm located 85
kilometers north of Hanoi that was
launched in 1997. The company came to
MPDF with a goal of increasing its exports
from 2,000 to 3,000 tons per year. MPDF
support helped it install an additional
processing line as well as a fiber extractor
for a secondary plant, leading to employ-
ment for 100 workers. The project is
expected to generate 45 additional jobs in
the future, mostly for women. The improved
production capacity is also helping Thai Hoa
charge higher prices for higher quality goods.

On the broader capacity building front,
one of MPDF key projects involved the
development of self-study workbooks
offering “flexible learning” that gives
Vietnamese and Cambodian entrepreneurs
a practical way to acquire needed skills.
Local publishing houses took full commer-
cial risk in producing the 42,000 workbooks
printed to date, hoping to earn a profit from
their sale. Priced at the equivalent of about
$2.35 in Vietnam and $1.90 in Cambodia,
the workbooks are widely available in
bookstores and street markets and selling
well. Ho Chi Minh City Woman newspaper

recently named them the bestselling
business books in Vietnam, and in Cambo-
dia 2,000 copies were sold in the first
month. The project budget came from
MPDF, the Canadian donor agency CIDA,
and IFC’s SME Capacity Building Facility.

New regional initiatives include establish-
ing the first regional SME fund, pilots for
distance learning, strengthening of business
associations, and the application of e-
commerce to SMEs. MPDF also seeks to
expand existing programs in the manage-
ment training, tourism and garment
manufacturing sectors.

MPDF is financed by ten donor countries
and institutions (not counting the EC), including
the Asian Development Bank and IFC.

Southeast Europe
Enterprise Development

Southeast Europe Enterprise Develop-
ment (SEED), a multi-donor initiative
managed by IFC to strengthen SMEs in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania, FYR
Macedonia, and Kosovo, was launched in
Fall 2000. In late Spring 2001, SEED’s
donors decided to expand SEED’s mandate
to include the Federal Republic of Yugosla-
via (Serbia and Montenegro). The five-year
effort offers a variety of services both to
local SMEs directly and to other organiza-
tions that support them, and also works
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closely with the World Bank Group and
other institutions to improve the difficult
operating environment for small businesses
in the target economies. Headquartered in
Sarajevo with offices in Banja Luka,
Belgrade, Pristina, Skopje, and Tirana, SEED
is funded by Austria, Canada, Greece, the
Netherlands, Norway, Slovenia, Sweden,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and IFC.

SEED’s mandate is to support the
development of small- and medium-sized
enterprises as well as individuals and
institutions that serve the needs of SMEs
and is working to enhance the broader
enabling environment in which all of these
stakeholders operate. SEED implements its
mandate through tailored, enterprise- and
organization-specific technical assistance,
capacity building programs, training courses
and research / policy interventions.

To implement the mandate fully, SEED
embraces three strategic targets of assis-
tance: enterprise-level investment services,
capacity building of enterprises and institu-
tions serving SME’s needs, and improvement
of the business enabling environment.

Investment services

SEED targets companies for sustained,
market-based competition. If an SME can
define its business in these terms, then and
only then is it ready for financing. SEED will

attempt to identify clients that are near this
goal. In such cases, SEED will actively try to
match the company with appropriate
investors and financiers immediately. For
those SMEs that need to strengthen their
performance, SEED will assist in that develop-
ment prior to seeking financing. When the
client has obtained financing, SEED may also
offer post-investment services. SEED has
developed a number of products to assist
SMEs in various stages of development and
competitiveness. These include:

• Initial appraisal
• Partnership agreement
• Internal enhancement plan
• Investment plan
• Marketing the investment plan
• Post investment activities, which

might include the following areas:
setting up accounting/financial
information systems; management
training; management information
systems; financial management;
trade finance; export marketing and
procedures; ISO accreditation;
preparing the company for second/
third round financing; project imple-
mentation; and market development.

Capacity Building

The vast majority of SMEs in Southeast
Europe have been shielded from modern

market economies and are at a disadvan-
tage as they operate and attempt to
develop their businesses. Furthermore,
there is no history of business advocacy or
association existing with the sole purpose
of supporting business interests.

SEED is addressing these issues by:
• Partnering with local associations of

business owners and building the
capacity for these associations to
expand and function more effectively
and independent of donor support;

• Implementing training and technical
assistance programs to local
business service firms (accounting
firms, small business law firms,
auditing firms, management informa-
tion firms, general consultants, etc.),
which will help with the professional
development of SMEs and contrib-
ute to the creation of a business
consulting sector;

• Implementing core training programs
for client SMEs designed to enhance
overall business competitiveness by
facilitating improvements in key
areas of the enterprise—financial
management, marketing and
distribution, streamlined and environ-
mentally-friendly production,
corporate governance, etc.

• Facilitating knowledge sharing
among SMEs and SME service
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providers through in-person “busi-
ness roundtables,” and
Internet-based exchanges.

• Promoting the development of
women-owned/operated businesses
through targeted support for women
business association development.

Business Enabling Environment

For SMEs to operate productively and
attract investment, especially foreign
investment, the environment in which they
operate needs to be simple, supportive,
predictable, and transparent. To better
develop these attributes in the region, SEED
is currently involved in the following activities:

• Support for legislative and tax reform
benefiting SMEs. SEED is a strong
advocate of this reform as a member
of the international community and
through its support to business
association development. Specific
areas of interest are property rights
and registration, collateral and
mortgages, business law and
corporate governance, and labor law;

• Administrative and regulatory reform
to help reduce heavy bureaucratic
burden on SMEs and close work
with FIAS related to administrative
barriers study;

• Outreach to leaders of municipalities
for local economic development
programs targeting SME develop-
ment support;

• Organization and dissemination of
relevant business information—
especially information that would
assist SMEs in identifying new
markets, understand and comply
with local laws and regulations, and
learn about new products, production
methods, and technology;

• Promote regular dialogue between
local business representatives and
government;

• Engaging in special projects. Currently
involvement includes support for
sector specific trade fairs to help
SMEs find new business opportunities
and reconnect with old ones, develop-
ment of credit bureaus, and an
analytical review of the SME sector
from which development progress of
the sector can be gauged.

All program activities will be implemented
as needs and niches are defined in Albania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, and
Yugoslavia. Given the current status of
Kosovo, only special projects with narrow
focus are anticipated there at this time.

SEED is already on the fast track. At the
end of June 2001, SEED completed six

investment projects with a total value of
$2.4 million, and helped raise $1 million in
financing. In addition, SEED completed 13
internal business diagnostic plans and
various capacity building initiatives. The
latter include providing assistance for
launching the first credit bureau in Bosnia,
partnering with a consortium of lending
schools in Slovenia for the design and
delivery of management programs for
SMEs, and supporting the founding of
business associations in Bosnia.

SEED is also working in concert with the
World Bank on its $40 million Business
Adjustment Credit (BAC) for Bosnia to
improve the business climate of the country.
The BAC tackles judicial reform and legal
enforcement; reducing corruption in customs
and tax administration; simplifying registration
licensing and inspections; and promoting
public-private sector dialogue. SEED works
with the World Bank to define priorities within
these areas for reform and to ensure that the
needs of SMEs are fully represented.

South Pacific Project
Facility

In February 2001, major donors including
IFC, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, and the
Asian Development Bank, agreed to fund
the activities of the South Pacific Project
Facility (SPPF) for a third five-year phase at
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a cost of $10.5 million. The decision was an
endorsement of the core competency in
small business project work developed by
the Facility since its establishment in 1990.
During their meeting in Sydney, the donors
acknowledged SPPF’s ability to effectively
respond to the unique development needs of
the IFC’s ten Pacific Island members, which
are almost totally dependent on SMEs for
private sector growth. Indeed, private sector
growth is widely regarded in the region as
critical to the social and economic develop-
ment of Pacific island nations. SPPF has
transferred a wide range of business and
financial management skills to Pacific island
entrepreneurs and consequently helped to
foster a belief in the region’s own ability to
establish successful SMEs.

With a mission to “assist and accelerate
the development of productive, self-
sustaining, small- and medium-sized, private
sector enterprises in Pacific island coun-
tries,” SPPF has completed about 108
projects with a total value of more than
$100 million over the past 11 years. In
fulfilling its mission, the Facility has given a
high priority to encouraging indigenous
enterprises, involving women in business
and fostering an awareness of environmen-
tal concerns.

The Facility’s key objective over the next
five years will be the development of a
strategy to leverage the demand for its

services through decentralization and local
capacity building. SPPF will also seek to
service new and growing sectors such as
capital markets through intermediary
development. The decentralization strategy
will represent a significant transition away
from the Facility’s current policy of providing
largely Sydney based consulting services to
Pacific SMEs. While SPPF’s existing agents
act largely as facilitators for the Facility’s
consultants, it is envisaged that they and a
number of yet to be appointed agents will in
future work as local providers able to
market and deliver SPPF products on a
commercial basis. As a part of this strategy,
SPPF plans to standardize its products,
provide training, and develop a fee structure
aimed at ensuring that the local delivery of
its services is a commercially viable option
for local agents. The proposed local agent
network will operate within the SPPF’s
quality control framework.

During this five-year funding period,
SPPF will also give priority to developing
linkages between large aid or privately
funded projects and local SMEs capable of
participating in these projects.

In spite of political and economic insta-
bilities in some countries in the region
during FY01, SPPF was nevertheless able
to complete 13 projects over the past year
(July 2000–June 2001). Reflecting the
nature of the region’s economy, the value of

these projects averaged between $500,000 and
$800,000. Funds raised per project averaged
between $200,000 and $600,000.

In Papua New Guinea, SPPF was involved in
projects ranging from packaging to plantation
timber, tuna processing, wholesale distribution,
and healthcare. Agribusiness and aquaculture
ventures were reviewed in Vanuatu and Palau
while in Samoa, funding was raised to assist
businesses in the healthcare, education and
finance sectors.

The Facility was engaged in fisheries and
tourism sector activities throughout the Pacific
during the year. These activities included a
review of the tourism portfolio held by the
Federated States of Micronesia Development
Bank and a major tourism project in Palau.

The local financial markets also presented
growth opportunities and, during the year, SPPF
appointed a capital markets specialist to comple-
ment the skills of regional investment officers
and other industry specialists. In the financial
services area, the Facility, with support from New
Zealand through the TATF Program, has already
provided technical assistance leading to the
establishment of Samoa’s first locally owned
private commercial bank and is involved in the
establishment of a Samoan venture capital fund.

SPPF is also working to develop a technical
assistance package for the region’s development
banks on the understanding that without access
to funds from development bank sources, growth
in the SME sector will be severely restricted.
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The Partnership builds on the ten
years of experience of joint IFC—
donor programs to develop the
region’s private sector. It draws on
past successes and lessons
learned to address emerging
challenges in the post-privatization
economies. These challenges
include instituting market based
principles for governing the newly
created private sector and improv-
ing the business enabling
environment, increasing the
transparency and efficiency of
business practices, stimulating the
growth of small enterprises, and
attracting direct investment.

To tackle these challenges, the
Partnership focuses on the three
key areas where it can add maxi-
mum value: promoting private

CHAPTER 4: THE PRIVATE
ENTERPRISE PARTNERSHIP

IFC’s Private Enterprise Partnership
provides technical assistance to the private sector in the

former Soviet Union with the goal of
building successful businesses. It was established in May 2000, when IFC’s Board of Directors approved a

special three-year budget of $12.6 million, making a longer-term, stronger commitment to IFC’s technical assistance initiatives in the
post Soviet region.
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sector investment, supporting the growth of small- and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs), and improving the business enabling
environment. IFC’s ability to follow through on the Partnership’s
technical assistance work by mobilizing investment in sound
businesses creates incentives for local enterprises to implement
meaningful changes.

The Partnership currently operates five country offices in
Armenia, Belarus, Georgia, Russia, and Ukraine staffed with over
200 well-trained local professionals. This year the Partnership is
expanding its programs to Azerbaijan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. The central management team is
located in Russia and Ukraine.

Donor Funding

The Partnership develops technical assistance programs in full
coordination with its donors and looks to donor countries to make
these initiatives possible. The Partnership thanks its donors—the
Governments of Canada, Finland, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States—
for their generous contributions to the private sector reform
process in the former Soviet countries.

To leverage donors’ resources, IFC covers the Partnership’s
central management costs, new project development, and project
assessment. In addition to funding, IFC contributes the time and
expertise of IFC investment staff. On average IFC’s contribution to
a technical assistance project exceeds 22 percent of the total
project cost.

In addition to cost sharing, the Partnership’s centralized structure
provides a framework for greater synergy among donor programs
and a practical mechanism to carry out comprehensive multi-year
interregional technical assistance.

A Year in Review

In FY01, following the successful transfer of know-how to local
institutions, the Partnership completed three projects in Ukraine.
These initiatives are Unfinished Construction Site Divestiture, and
the Business Development Project (both funded by the US govern-
ment), and the Farm Restructuring Project (funded by the
Government of Canada).

The Unfinished Construction Site Divestiture Project pioneered
the process of privatizing abandoned unfinished construction sites
across Ukraine in 1996. More than 1,300 new small businesses
have now completed construction and started operating, creating
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62,000 jobs and generating about $25
million in local tax contributions. To institu-
tionalize the process, the Project transferred
the know-how to local state property funds
and contributed to the passage of a new
law solidifying the legal framework for this
innovative way of creating new businesses.

The Partnership also adopted this
auction-based privatization model to help
large enterprises improve their financial
standing by transferring idle or underutilized
assets to more efficient and specialized
private owners, mostly SMEs. These assets,
particularly social service institutions that
enterprises inherited from the Soviet era
(cafeterias, clinics, company resorts, and
child care facilities), are more efficiently run
as independent businesses.

The Ukraine Business Development
Project created 11 now self-sustaining
business consulting centers throughout
Ukraine to support SMEs. These centers
have helped their clients to mobilize $13.8
million in financing through a wide range of
consulting services and training programs.
The centers have contributed to the
passage of 25 laws which significantly
simplified business registration procedures,
reduced the number of inspections for
SMEs from 76 to ten per year, and reduced
the number of business activities requiring
licensing from 56 to 41.

The Ukraine Farm Restructuring Project
assisted in transferring 100 collective farms
into private ownership to 60,000 farm
members and established a local center to
continue the privatization process. The
Project contributed to the rewriting of the
Ukrainian land code to remove obstacles to
the sale of land.

In addition to these completed initiatives,
in FY01 the Partnership was implementing
13 ongoing projects in leasing, banking,
agribusiness, forestry, corporate gover-
nance, and SME development. Total donor
funding for these projects amounts to $15
million over the full life of the projects.

Promoting Direct
Investment

The inflow of capital, particularly foreign,
brings with it transparent business prac-
tices, technology, know-how, managerial
skills, and access to export markets—all
powerful catalysts to local business devel-
opment. Despite the vast consumer market,
rich natural resources, and educated work
force of the former Soviet countries,
investors have been reluctant to pour
significant capital into the region because
of its unstable legal environment, poor
corporate governance, and a lack of reliable
local partners.

The Partnership is working successfully
with investors to help bring the risks of
doing business in the region to manageable
levels. It does this by building links between
local suppliers and foreign partners and by
improving the quality and reliability of local
supply and distribution chains. The Partner-
ship, with advice from IFC investment staff,
also helps both foreign and local companies
gain access to financing.

For example, when a Dutch dairy com-
pany, Campina Melkunie BV, considered
expanding production to Russia, it faced a
major obstacle—a lack of local supply of
high-quality milk. Drawing on IFC’s exten-
sive experience in Russia’s agricultural
sector, the Partnership, with support from
the Dutch Government through the TATF
Program, worked with ten Russian dairy
farms to improve the quality and reliability of
their milk supply. This work led to a $50
million investment in a yogurt factory (now
operating) by Campina, which IFC helped
finance with a long-term loan.

The Partnership also structured
Campina’s financing worth $1 million to
purchase new milking and cooling equip-
ment and to rent it to the supplier farms.
Given the farms’ lack of capital, this financ-
ing model allowed the farms to make rent
payments in milk with terms of one to four
years. Building on the success of this model
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and its expertise of working in the financial
sector, the Partnership has started setting
up pilot farmers’ credit institutions to
provide loans to the farms that have
become creditworthy as a result of the
long-term supply contracts.

In FY01, the Dutch government provided
the Partnership with a three-year grant to
expand this type of agribusiness technical
assistance in Russia and Ukraine.

In Ukraine, with support from the Govern-
ment of Sweden, the Partnership began
implementing a similar supply chain devel-
opment program for Chumak—a local
company with Swedish investment and
management. Chumak is a leader in the
local ketchup, mayonnaise, and canned
vegetables market. The Partnership advises
local farms on reorganization and property
rights, trains them in agribusiness and
financial management, and introduces new
technology and modern agronomy know-
how to increase the quality and quantity of
vegetable production to meet the
processor’s needs.

With support from the Government of
Finland and private investors, the Partner-
ship is launching a Sustainable Forestry
Management Project in Northwest Russia.
Building on its previous 12 months of work
with Russian forestry companies, the
Partnership will introduce sustainable forest

management practices in order to mobilize
foreign direct investment in logging and
wood processing operations.

In addition to this investment-linked
technical assistance, the Partnership works
to strengthen locally owned and managed
companies by providing hands-on diagnosis
and business development services. These
services include advice on corporate
governance, financial planning, asset
restructuring, quality and process manage-
ment, and sound environmental practices.

The Partnership, with support from the
Governments of the Netherlands and
Canada, is providing corporate governance
training and advice to companies in Arme-
nia, Russia, and Ukraine. The Partnership
promotes transparent business manage-
ment practices, protection of shareholders’
rights, and accountability. The Partnership
will help match outside investors with those
local companies, which demonstrate good
governance practices.

Supporting the Growth
of SMEs

The development of SMEs is critical to
the overall economic growth of transitional
economies. SMEs create jobs, employ
workers laid off from declining or restruc-
tured enterprises, and generate government

revenues. They also establish a solid
foundation for market-based growth by
creating a large class of stakeholders.

The SME sector in the countries of the
former Soviet Union has emerged as the
fastest growing segment of the economy
and one of the largest sources of employ-
ment. Still, the potential growth of SMEs
has been largely constrained by a lack of
financing, management skills, and business
and commercial information, as well as an
unstable legislative and regulatory base.

To support the growth of SMEs, the
Partnership implements a number of
initiatives to improve SME’s access to
capital, to build local consulting capacity to
deliver focused enterprise support to SMEs,
and to help SMEs find long-term partners
through the Partnership’s supply linkages
projects to support larger investors.

To improve SME’s access to capital, the
Partnership helps to develop financial
institutions, particularly leasing companies—
a traditionally more flexible and accessible
sources of financing to SMEs.

In Russia, the Partnership is working to
encourage the development of the leasing
sector. With funding from the Governments
of Canada and the UK, the Partnership is
conducting numerous training, public
education, and advocacy programs across
Russia to explain the concept of leasing, its
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application, and its economic benefits to the
private sector and policy makers. Among
the achievements of this program are:
training of over 1,000 companies in 20 of
Russia’s regions on structuring leasing
operations; creation of a practical bimonthly
journal Leasing Courier distributed by
demand in 79 regions; development of a
web page with analytical and practical
information on leasing which attracts about
4,000 visitors per month; and mobilizing
support for amendments to the Law on
Leasing and the Tax Code, which are
currently in the parliament. This program
has also resulted in the establishment of a
new leasing company financed by Deutsche
Leasing and IFC (Deutsche Leasing
Vostok), and several other IFC investments
are at an advanced stage.

The Partnership is about to launch similar
leasing development programs in Georgia
and Central Asia with support from the
Governments of Canada and Switzerland.

The Partnership also plans to work with
commercial banks to establish or improve
their SME lending practices. In Russia, the
Partnership will provide targeted pre- and
post-investment support to selected
medium-sized banks. Assistance will be
customized to increase the viability of each
bank.

Additionally, many of the Partnership’s
initiatives to strengthen local supply and
distribution chains to large investors involve
working with SMEs. The Partnership seeks
to turn these enterprises into reliable,
creditworthy businesses and to help them
find suitable sources of financing.

To improve local business management
skills, the Partnership builds sustainable
local consulting capacity to deliver focused
enterprise support to SMEs. In Belarus, with
US government support, the Partnership
works with business associations to
strengthen their ability to provide the full
spectrum of modern business consulting
services and to improve the business
environment for SMEs. Operating in a
particularly challenging setting, the Partner-
ship conducts comprehensive public
education and media campaigns to explain
the importance of the SME sector to
economic development, to raise public
awareness of the main constraints to
business development in Belarus, and to
advocate for policy reform.

The Partnership is about to launch similar
initiatives in Central Asia and Azerbaijan
with support from the Government of
Switzerland and in close collaboration with
IFC’s Southern Europe and Central Asia
Departments and the World Bank Group’s
SME Department.

Improving the Business
Enabling Environment

The potential for private sector growth in
the countries of the former Soviet Union
has been largely constrained by an inad-
equate legal and regulatory environment.
Both foreign investors and local companies
name unstable and opaque business
legislation and poor corporate governance
as major obstacles to business develop-
ment.

Based on its enterprise-level knowledge
of the main business constraints and
broader studies of the sectors where it
works, the Partnership proposes specific
legislative changes. In collaboration with the
World Bank, the IMF, and other international
financial institutions, the Partnership
advocates these changes through an open
and continuous dialogue among foreign
investors, local enterprises, governments,
legislators, and the mass media. The
Partnership facilitates such discussions
through organizing roundtables, confer-
ences and through the media. It also
participates in the work of government and
legislative committees discussing policies
affecting the private sector.

Working to improve the business en-
abling environment is an essential
component within each of the Partnership’s
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initiatives. The Partnership builds on IFC’s
past success in helping to adopt or amend
over 100 pieces of legislation across the
region. These laws contributed to creating
and solidifying the legal framework for
privatization, simplifying business registra-
tion procedures and taxation of the small
businesses, reducing government overregu-
lation of the private sector, and more.

The Partnership is currently working to
help create better conditions for the
development of the leasing sector and
promote sound corporate governance
regulations.

In Ukraine, the Partnership (with funding
from the US Government) took the lead in
drafting a new Law on Leasing, which was

recently passed in a second reading (of
three) by the parliament, the Supreme Rada.
This law will create a legal base for the
development of the leasing industry.

In Russia, the Partnership (with funding
from the Government of Canada) has
mobilized the leasing industry’s support for
and helped draft amendments to the Law
on Leasing and the draft Tax Code (the
section on taxation of leasing operations).
The draft Tax Code was recently passed by
the lower house of the parliament, the State
Duma. The significance of this tax code is
that it creates tax incentives for both
lessors and lessees, which are crucial for
the further growth of the leasing market.
The amendments to Russia’s Law on

Leasing bring the existing law in accor-
dance with the civil code and, thus, will
eliminate ambiguities in the current regula-
tion of leasing. These amendments are
soon to be considered in a second reading
(of three) by the State Duma.

In Armenia and Ukraine, as part of
corporate governance projects funded by
the Governments of the Netherlands and
Canada (respectively), the Partnership
participated in drafting the laws on joint
stock companies. Both bills are currently in
the parliaments. The Partnership is conduct-
ing public education and advocacy
campaigns to explain the significance of
sound corporate governance regimes to the
countries’ overall economic development
and to mobilize support for these key pieces
of legislation.

In Russia, with support from the Govern-
ment of the Netherlands, the Partnership is
working with the Federal Securities Com-
mission to develop recommendations for a
draft Corporate Governance Code. The
Code will bring together the best interna-
tional corporate governance practices and
explain certain ambiguities in the Russian
current legislation.
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Planned Initiatives

In collaboration with the private sector investors,
the Partnership is developing new initiatives to
promote direct investment. Recently opportunities
have been identified in the automotive, general
manufacturing, mining, and the financial sectors.
The Partnership plans to transfer its successful
experience of developing the financial markets,
introducing sound corporate governance principles,
and building business consulting capacity to other
countries of the region. The Partnership is looking to
donor countries to make these programs possible.

More Information

For more information on the Partnership, visit the
program’s website at www.ifc.org/pep.
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Armenia

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE PROJECT. This project, funded through the
TATF Program, is a continuation of IFC’s efforts to promote adherence to
internationally accepted corporate governance practices in Armenia.
Working directly with Armenian companies, this project seeks to
strengthen their corporate governance practices to make them more
attractive to potential investors. To improve the country’s business enabling
environment the project works with the national government to reform
relevant business legislation, such as the law on joint stock companies and
the civil code. The Netherlands

Russia

CENTRAL LEASING. This project is a continuation of IFC’s efforts to
stimulate the development of the leasing sector in Russia. IFC’s leasing
advisory group works with the government and the parliament to amend
the existing law on leasing and the draft tax code to facilitate the develop-
ment of a competitive leasing industry. The group provides training, direct
consultations, and specialized information on leasing to leasing profession-
als, potential lessees, and government officials across Russia. Canada

URALS LEASING. This project, funded through the TATF Program, has
opened an office in Ekaterinburg, the Urals region, to provide training and
advice to the region’s leasing companies and their potential clients, as well
as help policy makers to improve the region’s leasing regulation. The
United Kingdom

AGRIBUSINESS. This project is to provide technical assistance to local
farms supplying large processors, mostly foreign companies. The technical
assistance includes training in financial management, production and
distribution and advice on identifying and accessing appropriate sources of
financing. The Netherlands

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE. This is a major new initiative to improve the
investment climate in Russia through developing effective corporate
governance in medium and large enterprises. The program will work
directly with Russian enterprises in four oblasts to improve their gover-
nance practices; will help match outside investors with Russian companies
which demonstrate good corporate governance; will work with Russia’s
Federal Securities Commission, the parliament, and the Supreme Arbitra-
tion Court in improving relevant legislation and strengthening its
enforcement; and will introduce corporate governance curricula to Russian
universities. The Netherlands

SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY DEVELOPMENT. In the first phase of this
project (completed in 2000), an IFC team worked for one year with ten of
the larger forest enterprises in Northwest Russia to help them develop
business plans and commence matching them with Scandinavian partners
(know-how, equipment, potential investment). The new phase of the project
will continue working with local companies to introduce sustainable forest
management practices in order to mobilize foreign direct investment in
logging and wood processing operations. Finland

Ukraine

AGRIBUSINESS DEVELOPMENT. This project supports the development
of local farms and seeks to mobilize investment into Ukraine’s agricultural
sector. The project will focus on improving the quality and reliability of local
supply of raw agricultural produce to make investment into food processing
possible. The project will facilitate links between local supplier farms and
foreign processors investing locally. Canada, Sweden

CHAPTER 4 ANNEX: TA PROJECTS
APPROVED IN FY01
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CHAPTER 5: THE FOREIGN
INVESTMENT ADVISORY SERVICE
PROGRAM

The Foreign Investment
Advisory Service Program helps developing and

transition country governments design initiatives to attract foreign direct
investment.

FIAS advises on laws, policies, incentives, institutions, and
strategies. It helps countries increase the amount of invest-
ment they receive, and the benefits this investment produces.
Since its founding in 1985, FIAS has assisted more than
117 countries—many of them on a continuing basis over the
years. Its broad experience has  helped it identify the essen-
tial attributes of a sound investment environment. Its staff
tailors this knowledge to the circumstances of client countries
to help them reach their  potential for attracting foreign direct
investment (FDI).

FIAS works only at the request  of governments, on topics
identified by the government and agreed to by both parties.
This  ensures the relevance of the assistance and lays the
basis for active partnership. The Service offers much more
than one-way advice and written reports: through interactive
workshops and roundtable meetings that often include

68
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business executives and other  stakehold-
ers, it helps governments chart technically
and politically practical paths to  change.

FIAS has the unique strength of being a
joint service of two of the world’s  largest
multilateral development institutions: The
International  Finance Corporation and the
World Bank.  FIAS staff can—and do—call
on the expertise of the entire Bank Group
(which also  includes the Multilateral
Investment Guarantee Agency and the
International Center for  Settlement of
Investment Disputes) in designing coordi-
nated assistance packages for client
countries.

Furthermore, the placing of the FIAS
Program and the Business Environment
Group as one unit allows a wider perspec-
tive on how to assess and respond to
investment constraints in the business
environment.  Experience suggests that
much can be done to remove barriers,
disincentives, and distortions that may
discourage investment or divert it from
efficient uses.  Creating a stable, neutral,
and efficient environment for business can
bring in new investment and improve the
productivity of existing investments.  Higher
levels of investment and productivity are key
to stimulating growth in developing coun-
tries and raising standards of living.

measures in such areas as screening
procedures, restrictions on the
percentage of shares owned by foreigners,
currency convertibility, access to land, and
investment  protection under national laws
and international conventions.

Administrative Barriers

One important tool the Service has
developed is its “Roadmap” analysis
of bureaucratic barriers that snarl and slow
both investment and subsequent produc-
tion. These detailed flowcharts pinpointing
problems have helped governments identify
and eliminate counterproductive proce-
dures, and streamline the necessary
regulations that remain.

Investment Incentives

In a competitive world,
countries often offer
incentives to entice
investors. FIAS
can analyze incentives to
ensure they are cost
effective.

Advisory Services

FIAS offers a comprehensive range of
services to help  governments attract FDI.
Terms of reference for each assistance
project are tailored to  meet the client’s
specific needs at the time. Some common
topics for assistance are:

Diagnostics

FIAS undertakes diagnostic studies to
identify a country’s main policy impediments
to productive foreign direct investment. The
issues typically identified include prohibi-
tions on foreign investment in many sectors
or locations; restrictions on the share of
foreign ownership in the equity of domestic
companies; difficult administrative approval
processes; restrictions on repatriation of
dividends and capital; taxes; the character
and functioning of legal systems; and
problems foreign firms have in gaining
access to land and bringing in technical and
managerial staff.

Legal and Regulatory Environment

In any country, the rules of the game are
critical to attracting worthwhile  investments.
FIAS can review a country’s legal and
regulatory environment and  recommend
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Investment Promotion

Investment promotion can influence
investor decisions and affect the
amount and kind of investments a country
receives. Effective agencies are needed to
attract FDI and help shape investment
policy. FIAS helps countries design promo-
tion institutions,  adapting models that have
proven effective elsewhere. It also helps
these agencies  formulate promotion
strategies that identify competitive advan-
tages and target specific  opportunities.
Strategies can be conceived on national,
regional, or sectoral levels.

Building Linkages

The benefits of FDI are often enhanced
by increasing business links with
local companies. FIAS can help govern-
ments design programs that foster supply
and other relationships between foreign-
owned and domestic companies.

Foreign Direct Investment Data Systems

Governments require accurate data
about investment flows—for their own use,
and to  provide information to the market-
place. FIAS can help governments design
non-intrusive systems for collecting data on

direct investment, including measuring the
impact of investments on such key variables
as job creation and export growth.

Working with FIAS

An advisory project begins with a high-
level request from a government, FIAS
management’s agreement to do the work,
and mutual agreement on the terms of
reference. Assignments typically take three
to six months to complete. FIAS
may communicate its recommendations in a
written report or by other means, such as a
workshop.  Whatever the vehicle, FIAS
delivers assistance in a timely, practical,
and non-bureaucratic style.

The advice that FIAS gives is confidential
to its government clients, who are under no
compulsion to accept that advice. This helps
establish a relation of trust in which FIAS
can provide a frank assessment of a
country’s strengths and weaknesses for
attracting foreign investment. The Service
has a strong  record of putting forth recom-
mendations that client countries recognize
as valuable—and act on. Reforms suggested
by FIAS have contributed to the successes
many of its client countries have achieved in
attracting more foreign investment.

IFC and the World Bank contribute
roughly 40 percent of the funding needed

to  cover FIAS’s annual costs. The rest
comes through donations from more than a
dozen  bi- and multilateral sources, and fees
paid by the governments for which FIAS
works.

Regional Reports

Sub-Saharan Africa

With more than a dozen projects in the
past fiscal year, FIAS has been extremely
busy in Africa.  Our assistance has been
divided into three categories: (1) countries
emerging from political and/or economic
instability that want to strengthen their
investment climate and attract foreign direct
investment (Guinea Bissau, DR Congo); (2)
countries which have demonstrated reason-
able success over the years in attracting
FDI and want to increase the amount of FDI
inflows and maximize the impact of FDI in
their economies (Nigeria, Senegal,
Mozambique); and (3) at the regional level
where FIAS has supported the efforts of
regional bodies to enhance cross-country
synergies (UEMOA, EAC, COMESA).

While FIAS continues to assist countries
in identifying the main obstacles in their
business environment, the focus of our
projects, at the governments’ request, has
increasingly been on action plans and
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implementation.  Projects such as stream-
lining administrative barriers so that
investors have to spend less time and
money in cumbersome procedures, and
making effective use of taxes and fiscal
incentives, have been on the top of the
agenda of policymakers in Africa.  Reform-
ing investment laws and investment
promotion agencies have also been
elements of the strategies followed by
many African countries.

FIAS plans to focus on a few new areas.
Increasingly governments have shown
concerns in their competition policies and
the negative impact that formal as well as
informal barriers in this area may have on
foreign investment.  Another concern has
been how to promote corporate responsibil-
ity in areas such as the environment and
labor standards.  Dissemination of interna-
tional best practices and a constructive
dialogue with the authorities should lead to
progress in these two areas.

Asia and the Pacific

Advisory assistance to governments or
government sponsored bodies is provided
at a number of  different levels: regional
fora (such as the Pacific Forum, ASEAN,
APEC, and the Greater Mekong Subre-
gion); national governments (most recently

Bhutan, Cambodia, Mongolia, Samoa, and
Tonga); groupings of sub-national govern-
ments (for example, Southern Philippines
and Eastern Indonesia); and individual sub-
national governments (for example, the
State of Andhra Pradesh in India and
Shaanxi Province in China).

Recent projects have included compo-
nents focusing on the creation of and
revisions to investment legislation and
regulation (with particular emphasis on
simplification and transparency, for example,
in Bhutan and Mongolia); investment
incentives (helping governments to move
away from expectation-based to perfor-
mance-based fiscal assistance to firms, for
example, in Cambodia and Tonga); identifi-
cation of entry and operating impediments
for foreign investors (often occurring as
administrative barriers, for example, Eastern
Indonesia and Southern Philippines); and
the development of strategies and organiza-
tional structures for investment promotion in
(more often than not with a strong focus on
investor servicing, most recently, in China
and the State of Andhra Pradesh).

Europe and Central Asia

FIAS continues to be very active in
Europe and Central Asia, carrying out
reviews of investment legislation, investment

incentives, investment promotion agencies,
and removal of administrative barriers to
investment. We have been particularly active
in the Baltics, Southeastern Europe, Russia,
and the Caucasus region. Having carried
out ten studies of administrative barriers to
investment in the region, we are now
preparing self-assessment tools for moni-
toring and evaluation of the resulting
reforms, as well as for the initial stages of
new administrative barriers studies.

 Client governments which are engaged
in administrative and regulatory reform can
now compare their progress over time, and
between countries, using standard surveys
of the business community about the costs
and time requirements they experience
during standard investment procedures and
operating procedures such as company
registration, business licensing, getting
access to land, construction permits, paying
taxes, customs procedures, product certifi-
cation, and various government inspections.
FIAS continues to work closely with client
governments in developing a constructive
dialogue between the government and
investors, prioritizing the reform agenda,
developing workable reform strategies,
assessing the impact of their reforms on the
business environment, discovering which
reforms are working well and which ones
are not working so well, and making the
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necessary adjustments to assure each country’s overall reform
program is having the desired impact in both in terms of investment
levels and positive spillover benefits of FDI throughout the
economy.

Latin America and the Caribbean

In Latin America and the Caribbean, FIAS advisory work needs to
address a broad spectrum of assistance demands, ranging from the
large economies of the southern cone to small Caribbean islands
and relatively less developed economies, especially in Central
America.  Each of these groupings is concentrating on different
types of investment, matching its comparative advantage and
attractiveness.  Demands for concrete advisory assistance from
FIAS therefore differ significantly, ranging from broad policy work to
enhance a country’s overall attractiveness to targeted interventions
to address specific policy issues such as tax incentives or adminis-
trative procedures.

One area of interest in the region which is likely to grow is the
role of FDI as a tool for responsible globalization.  Many of the
countries have experienced criticisms and concerns with respect to
the environmental and social impact of FDI projects.  Governments
are increasingly concerned about how they could develop an
appropriate framework to make use of the growing “corporate

responsibility” agenda among multinational investors in
order to maximize the benefits and minimize any possible
detrimental impact associated with private investment
activities.

Middle East and North Africa

Over the last decade, the countries of the Middle East
generally failed to participate in the global boom of FDI
flows.  Many of the region’s governments have recog-
nized that their countries have been left behind in the
economic globalization process, and are now keen on
catching up.  This has resulted in a spurt of initiatives and
activities geared toward making their economies more
open and attractive to foreign investors, and FIAS is
assisting many of its regional clients in this process.
Most of the Gulf states are actively developing a more
liberal legal environment, combined with the creation of a
corresponding institutional framework.  Others, such as
Egypt, Lebanon and Turkey are seeking FIAS advice on
concrete measures for facilitating the entry of FDI to
improve the integration of their economies into the global
marketplace.
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ADB Asian Development Bank
AMSCO African Management Services Company
APDF Africa Project Development Facility
APEC Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations
AusAID Australian Agency for International Development
BAS Business Advisory Service for the Caribbean and

Central America
CD compact disc
CEO chief executive officer
CGAP Consultative Group to Assist the Poorest
CIDA Canadian International Development Agency
CPDF China Project Development Facility
CV curriculm vitae
CY calendar year
DACON World Bank Group’s registry of consultants
DESA Developing Enterprises in South Asia
DFID Department for International Development
EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
EC European Community
ECU European Currency Unit
ESSA Enterprise Support Service for Africa
EU European Union
FDI foreign direct investment
FIAS Foreign Investment Advisory Service
FMO Nederlandse Financierings-Maatschappij voor

Ontwikkelingslanden NV
FSU former Soviet Union
FY fiscal year
FYR former Yugoslav Republic
IADB Inter-American Development Bank
IAS international accounting standards
IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

ICDS Industry Council for Development Services
IDA International Development Association
IDB International Development Bank
IFC International Finance Corporation
IFU Industrialization Fund for Developing Countries
ISO International Organization for Standardization
IT information technology
MENA Middle East and North Africa
MIGA Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency
MIS management information systems
MPDF Mekong Project Development Facility
MRSB micro, rural, and small business
NGO nongovernmental organization
NIIT National Institute for Information Technology
OTC over-the-counter
PBAS Polish Business Advisory Service
PDF Project development facility
PEP Private Enterprise Partnership
PROPACO Société de promotion et de participation pour

la coopération économique
PSAS Private Sector Advisory Service
PSD private sector development
SEED Southeast Europe Enterprise Development
Sida Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency
SME small- and medium-sized enterprise
SOE state-owned enterprise
SPPF South Pacific Project Facility
TA technical assistance
TATF Technical Assistance Trust Funds Program
TF trust fund
UNDP United Nations Development Programme
USAID US Agency for International Development
$ US$
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